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Kerry Visits Col~9n., Hig~ ,School,- Only Inland Visit

Justice Department Will
_. Investigate Emmett Till Case
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' Bryant· and
his
halfbrother, J.W.
·M i . 1 a n
Mamie TIii Mobley and Emmett TIii
'a d'i:J\ l't t ~ d_',
.n ·k in g me about this White girl he had, my
y _o u n g friend, that's what this war's about
_Emmen Till, down here. That's what we.got to fight
who
was to protect. I just looked at him and I
vi siting said, "Boy, you ain' t never going to
f r o m see the sun come up again."
. ,
Chicag o,
And he didn't.
,from Ins great uncle's home around
"The Emmen Till case stands at the
1:30 a.m . on August 28, but initially · heart of the American civil rights
'denied: banning him. Ast all-White, movement," R. Alexander Acosta,
all-male.jury in Mississippi acquitted Assistant Attorney General for the
the 'tw~ inen.
Civil Rights Division, said in
Four months later, the brothers· announcing the decision on Monday.
admitted to writer William Bradford "This brutal murder and grotesque
Huie. that 'they had indeed murdered miscarriage of justice outraged a
Till. Writing in "Look" magazine, nation and helped galvanize support
Huie·recalled that J.W. Milan had told
See TILL, Page A-4
him: "Well, when he !Emmett] told
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COLTON

By Cheryl Brown
Presidential candidate John Kerry
prefaced his major educational policy
speech by commenting on the current
scandal facing the Bush administration and their handling of tl)e nucie
photos showing inhuman treatment in
Iraqi prisons. Calling the photos despicable, Kerry said, "they endangered
the lives of our service men and
women. The Captain always took
r~sponsibility." And talking directly
to the military men and women, "I
will honor your cl',mmitment and take
responsibility for the bad as well as
the good. And I will not be the last to
know."
Kerry, who shared the Colton High
School stage with 50 people that
included only two Black , et-the
stage-by teHing tne story of~of his
favorite te.achers who was Black. 1-lis

SCLC Hears Horror Stories
of Former County Employees
charges.
Freeman was reported!/ put on
administrative leave. She says
charges against her ha·ve not been
made.
Freeman joins the chorus of 0th· The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE
ers who said Komers' return was not
what the ~oat:d of Supervjsors led
By Cheryl Brown
the public to belie~e- ,"l wa~ _placed
.
fH
on Administrative Leave that I
R on K omers, D uector o uman
. . .
. '(i
~ d
Resources in Riverside Count~ ....; ~ 15 unJu~tt ie -· .0 , ~e
back to work at his desk after Roy
,
.
·
officially
W1'l son, Chamnan
of the B oard o f charges. I haven t been
.
Supervisors, said he would get to charged. Yet I re~am out and ~e
the bottom of the charges made gets to return to his desk. Where 1s
against komers
by
Debrah the e~uity in that?" Freeman asked,
Freeman. , Freeman charged 10
Wilson told The Black Voice _
counts of ( sues including_racial dis- News that the investigation over the
charges made by Freeman are being
crimin·atipn; yprruptwn, political
favors, cdntlict of interest and mis- looked at by Jack Clarke which is
f
the main investigation.
use of official authority, influence,
"When Mr. Komers returned
and county resource,~ as well as
from vacation he was re-assigned _
[llanipulation of evidence submitted
and Ken Mohr was made acting
to the Cpunty Board of Supervisors.
director. Komers returned to work
Last week the Black Voice News
on some labor issues. He is at his
~eported on how the Grand Jury's
report supported many of Freeman's

Komers Returns To
Office, Freeman
Still Out

~

See KERRY, Page A-4

See COUNTY, Page A-4
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.' J~awsuit Settle~ent
1

: -, ~isparities P~ague City
lhe Black Voice Newr
RIVERSIDE

By Mary Shelton
SeP,arate but not equal.
When it comes to addressing allegations of racism and sexism within
its own employment ranks, the city
of Riverside appeared to use separate
legal strategies based on the race and
gender of the litigants, as clearly outlined in five key cases.
· Five different complaints alleging
racial or sexual discrimination and
harassment have cost the city over $1
•(Iiillion in attorneys' fees and other
'expenses, according to information
received from the City Attorney's
,office under the State Public Records
,Act. Three of these cases were settled
-within two years, with financial set•tlements and other benefits ' for the
plaintiffs. The other two have been
litigated for at least four years with
no resolution in sight. The cases that
were settled involved White employees, while the cases that are still_
ongoing involve Black employees.
One racial discrimination and
harassment case has been sitting in
U.S. District Court for seven years.
During that time, the city has spent

$678,338.21 in legal expenses fighting it, not including the money spent
on investigations conducted against
several of the plaintiffs in the lawsuit, one of which cost the city
$17,000 in legal fees, according to
records.
In 1997, Rommel Dunbar and 16
other Black employees who represented a cross-section of the city's
departments filed a racial discrimination, harassment and retaliation lawsuit against the city. For the past two
years, presiding judge Robert J.
Timlin has sat on a motion for summary judgment filed by the city,
while the remaining plaintiffs await
their day in court. The city has been
busy in the meantime trying to whittle the number of plaintiffs on the
case down, according to several of
them.
·
The city narrowed the list of plaintiffs down by pressuring nearly half
of them to drop their cases and has
made life difficult for others since the
suit was filed, even as concerned
community kaders have met with
city officials to resolve the case.
Some of the former plaintiffs had
received a letter from their own attor-

Bush supports protest Kerry's Inland Empire visit.

Charles .Redd was a "Just Do It" Kind of Guy·
The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown
Charles Read was a just do it kind
of guy," said Hardy Brown, Blacl<i
Voice News Publisher, fellow
church member, and friend of several years. Brown met Redd in 1972
when he was put in charge of the
Summer Youth Program at Kaiser
Hospital. He was told Redd would
send him students and he sent the
cream of the crop.
"Charles Redd was always helping students. If a kid wanted to go to
school he would be there to support
them in any way that he could," said
Norma Archie, St. Paul AME
Church secretary. Redd, a former
member of the church, passed away
at home. He had been ill off and on
for some time.

See LAWSUIT, Page A-4

His son James agrees w~th
Archie. "My dad was always willing
to help. If it was a letter of recommendation, a scholarship, a job at
Kaiser Hospital, or a meeting, my
dad was there. I didn' t know how
important it was because I just took
it for granted. But so many people
have said I wouldn't be here if it
were not for your dad's recommendation," James said. '
Redd was a Counselor for
decades at Fontana High School.
James said the rivalry . between
Eisenhower (James' school) and
Fontana high schools kept them
going.
Born Charles Howard. Redd on
July 2, 1933 in Beckley, West
Virginia, he was a PK (preacher's ,
kid). His parents were Rev. John D
and Betty Redd. He attended and
received a BS Degree from Virginia

State College and a Master's Degree
from Marshall University specializing in Elementary Education. He
taught all over the world but his
career ended with retirement after
33 years at Fontana.
"It has taken me a while to realize
how he wanted the best for everyone," commented James in remembering his dad. "I can now see it and
feel it in the people who I have been
meeting who have told me how they
are where they are because of him,"
he said.
Redd was a member of the St.
Paul AME Scholarship Committee,
a Trustee, and active member before
leaving recently to join his wife at
St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church. For several years he was
also a member of First Missionary
Baptist Church in Fontana (later
changed to Loveland). As _was his

custom he has always been an officer in the church and when he
moved he became a Deacon at St.

Mark.
Other organizations to which he
belonged were: Sun Shine Citizens
Villa, XI Alpha Chapter of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, and Bloodstone
Lodge No. 101 (PHA).
"One of the icons of the Inland
Empire has left a legacy that all
admire," said Draymond Crawford,
close friend and confident.
Left to cherish his memory ar,e:
wife Ruth, two sons James Lee {if•
Rialto and Charles H. of Columbia,
GA, four sisters Hazel Redd of
Virginia, Nancy Beasley and · Della
Redd of Detroit, and Mary Redd of
New York City, one brother John D.
Redd of Beckley, W. Virginia, six
grandchildren and a host of nieces,
neph~ws and relatives and friends. '

NAACP Presents Brown Vs. Board Community Discussion
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

In the early l 950's, racial segregation in public schools was the norm
across America. Although all the
schools in a given district were supposed to be equal, most Black

schools were far inferior to their
White counterparts.
The
NAACP
Education
Committee invites the community to
a debate and information session "is
integration without preparation frustration - 50 ye~s after Brown v.
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Board of Education."
On Monday May 17, 2004 at the
Stratton
Community
Center,
Bordwell Park, Riverside, 2008
Martin Luther King Blvd. beginning
ar 7:00 p.m. The panelists will
include members of the educational

sub-committee of the NAACP
including Dr. ·Carolyn Murray, Dr.
Horace
Jackson,
and
Dr.
Abdulmumin.
".. .if the colored children are
denied the experience in school of
associating with White children,

who represent 90 percent of our
national society in which these colored children must live, then the colored child's curriculum is being
greatly curtailed, The Topeka curriculum or any school curriculum
cannot be equal under segregation."
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"Segregation of White and colored ahildren in public schools has a
detrimental effect upon the colored
children. :.A sense of inferiority
affects the' motivation of a child to
learn."
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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Charles Redd: Just Did. It
Some people talk about helping others while others just do it.
Charles Redd was one of those people who just did it. His reputation
as a counselor at Fontana High School when I was referred to him
back in 1972 was if you want
some help, you go to Mr. Redd. It
was 1972 and I was put in charge
of
the
Kaiser
Summer
Employment Youth Program and
I needed some kids of color to
employ. Charles Redd became
my source to get great kids to
employ and some are still
employed there today. During
my and Ella Harris' supervision of the program, Mr. Redd referred
over 500 kids for employment. Upon his retirement, he kept right on
doing it by serving on the St. Paul AME scholarship committee to see
that deserving kids received help to continue their education after
graduating from high school.
He would say "Hardy, if I don't do it, it might not get done. Some
body did it for me so I'm obligated to pass my good fortune on to some
one else. Hardy, this poor boy from Virginia has had a good life compared to where I came from so God bas blessed me so I got to pass it

on".
So like the TV commercial says "Just Do It," and Mr. Charles Redd
was that kind of man. There are many who graduated and are
employed today because Charles Redd just did it.

Eye For An Eye Is Not The
Way
Go

To

When I saw the pictures of Americans posing with the Iraqi prisoners flash across my television screen, images flashed back in my head
to the days of Whites lynching Blacks in America. I instantly thought
of those still photos of gleeful southern Whites taking pride in the
destruction and humiliation of others. Those photos, which have been
collected in the book, Without Sanctuary, document a violent and
hateful period in our history when these images were even circulated
through the US Postal system as postcards, mocking the terror experienced by generations of southern Black Americans.
I later listened to Seymore Herse, a world reknown photo journalist, who said, ''the photos remind me of the Third Reich in Germany
during World War II. The use of dogs are not in the Army regulations
nor are they written in the Geneva Convention agreement signed by
the United States and other countries." He was commenting on other
photos released that showed vicious dogs Ivnging at naked prisoners,
also harkening back to the graphic images of the U.S. civil rights
str uggle. It is despicable that we would stoop to this level. ·
However, I have always contended that when our leader uses such
inflammatory language as " Wanted Dead or Alive", ''they are the
nexus of e vil", ''Th e Geneva Convention does not appJy to this conflict", ' 'Our Constitution does not allow for the detainees to have representation", "Congress does not have the authority to see certain
information", "You are either with me or against me'' , it gives rise to
uncontrollable, undisciplined arrogance. I have even noticed that the
news media are using the same language as though the people of Iraq
are not human. T his-to me is how some of our troops are being lured
into this type of behavior. I might be able to understand this type of
behavior out on the battle field when the enemy is all around , but this
is inside the sam e torture chamber s used by Saddam.
Adding fu el to.this burning fire, a grou_p claiming to have ties to Alqueda in Iraq h as beheaded an American citizen in retaliation to the
photos shown around the world. This has created another response by
some Americans to retaliate. However, as a Christian nation retaliation is not one of the rules we live by. Seeking justice and playing the
role as peacemaker is our greatest strength. "Walking quietly and
ca rrying a big stick" h as been our world trademark.
We must seek a colla borative effort with the world community to
prevent this " eye for an eye" mentality that comes straight from the
Old Testament in the Bible.

TheBlack VoiceNan
Established in January of 1972
The Black Voice New~ i~ 11 weekly ncw~paper pubh~hed on Thursday by Brown Publis hmg Company. P.O. Box
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Mother's Milk on Her Son's Moustache
Creating a Mama' s Boy is one
sonal problems and seeks her further informed me that she was
of the most dreaded realities of
advice. She is destructive to our pregnant and her mother-in-law
African American motherhood.
relationship. I plan to leave him. has convinced her son to file 'for
In the film, "Waiting to Exhale,"
· What do you think? Goodbye, child custody. She said that she
Richard
0.
when Loretta Devine's character
Mr. Jones, I hope to talk to you was thinking about having an
candidly shared her codependent
soon.
abortion. I suggested that she not
attachment to her son, because
When I returned the call and kill the child for the crimes of
he was "the only man" in her
told the woman that I was not a the father. And she agreed.
ried
for
11
months
now.
We
rent
life, I looked around the theater
marriage counselor, however, in
A mama's boy is in peril of
· and saw Black women shedding a small apartment in Riverside my opinion, I feel they should unhappiness unless he becomes
tears. I empathize with the single and his mother lives in a large either get marital counseling or a mature independent thinker.
moms' dilemma. She desires a house in Rialto. His mother she should get accustomed to He must firmly let his doting
good man but realizes that the wants us to move in with her but being second. I told the young mother know that his obligation
world is full of deviants and irre- I refuse. I understand that a lady that she indeed was the is first to his wife. The (NIV)
sponsible men. Therefore she mother and son have a "special" "other woman" and unless that Bible says in Genesis 2:24: "For
figures that her chances are bet- type of relationship. I also changed she would do well to this reason a man will leave his
ter alone than risking exposing understand that it · is hard for pack up before she became preg- father and mother and be united
her children to a pervert, a burn some mothers to let their sons nant and had to deal with the to ~s wife, and they will
go. But I think the relationship emotional damage of her child.
or a hit-and-run boyfriend.
become one flesh."
However, since I've been writ- between my husband and his
One month later the young
ing this six part series, I' ve mother is much too close for his woman caJled me again. She
Richard 0. Jones is an author,
received a message on my voice or her own good. She talks about informed me that she suggested poet, columnist and counselor in
mail asking for personal advice. how she never thought he would marital counseling to her hus- the Save Our Sons Program at
The following is a paraphrased find another woman to love. She band but his mother told him it A.K. Quinn African Methodist
has accused me of stealing him. wasn' t necessary, therefore, he Episcopal Church in Moreno
excerpt from that call:
Hi Mr. Jones, my husband is She says that she never thought flatly rejected the idea. She has Valley. For info about the procheating on me with his mother. he would abandon her. However, since left him and moved in her gram call the church- at (909)
I feel like the "other" woman. he puts her first in everything. own apartment. Her husband 485-6993 or Mr. Jones at (909)
Let me explain. I have been mar- He even tells her about our per- moved in with his mother. She 488-0443.

JONES

Conspiracy Theories and the Black Community - Why
Do We Believe?
I
Conspiracy theories are not new,
and are created by all races and cultures. Conspiracy theories can be a
source of entertainment and even innovative thought.
Unfortunately, I
believe that the Black community
wastes a lot of mental energy by excessively focusing on conspiracy theories.
However, the Black community can
gain great benefits by focusing on
actions and results rather than focusing
on the conspiracy.
This series of articles is not designed
to prove or disprove any particular
conspiracy theory. In fact I believe that
conspiracy theories are impossible to
disprove, which i part of their appeal.
Instead of focusing on proving or disproving a theory, I believe that it is
important to discuss these theories, as
probing question , and finally determine how much of your time and life
you want to spend discussing and reinforcing these theories?
My formal attempts to track and
research conspiracy theories really
began in June of 2002. I wa listening
to Front-Page, the morning radio
broadcast by the Stevie Wonder-owned
radio station KJLH in Los Angele .
The guest was Steve Cokeley, a noted
Black Conspiracy theorist. Steve predicted that the 2004 elections would be
postponed due to an inability to mobilize the populace because there would
be a night-time curfew. (Mr. Cokeley
was to speak at Marcus Garvey school
that evening at 7pm to discuss Zionism
as racism, the new world order and
assorted other topics). Strangely
enough, I never heard Mr. Cokeley say
anything about what actions we should
be taking. He never even alluded to
action strategies that he might be presenting during the evening presentation.
The fact that Mr. Cokeley could get
on radio (he is actually a regular guest)
intrigued me. I would think that with
the Black community's ongoing battle
for empowerment we would spend

Adjudicated. a legal ncw~paper of gene ral clrculau on on July 8. 1974 Ca.-.e Number 108890 by the Superior Coon
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almost all of our time highlighting
Black businesses, educational opportunities, etc. On the olher hand radio is
entertainment and you have to give
your listeners what they want. Steve
Cokeley is on KJLH because people
want to hear bis theories. I began asking myself, "Why are conspiracy theories so popular"? I am certainly no
tranger to these theories and was an
ardent proponent myself in the 1960's,
?O's and 80's. After reviewing conspiracy theories that I have believed in,
studied and discussed, I believe I have
an idea why the e theories have so
much appeal.
People like conspiracy theories for
the following reasons:
I. They cannot be disproved
2. They allow the believer to feel
special (and powerful)
3. The believer can feel special without having to "do" anything (take
action)
.
Let's analyze Mr. Cokeley's 2002
conspiracy theory using these three
points.
I . They cannot be disproved
We will have to wait until the 2004
Presidential Election to see if this conspiracy prediction comes true.
Meanwhile Mr. Cokeley has had
almost two years to modify, update or
amend this conspiracy. In other words,
at any point from 6/02 until 11/04 he
can say, 'The man no longer needs to
postpone the election because largescale thought control is being tested on
the population and they will have control of our minds by 2004." If you
think this sounds far-fetched, Mr.
Cokeley said that he believe that there
are mind-controlled/conditioned people walking around with built-in "triggers". These triggers are activated
upon hearing a certain word or phrase
which causes the mind-controlled person to begin working on bombs.
AJso, if the prediction does not
come true, Steve can always say that
because he "peeped" (revealed) the

Kevin Martin

new world order, and as a result "the
man" is now unable to follow through
on this conspiracy.
2. They allow the believer to feel
special (and powerful).
Obviously, Mr. Cokeley has special
in formation that we don' t, which
means he must be a very special person
indeed. This special knowledge makes
him powerful. So powerful that be
"peep " "the man's" nefarious mind
control strategy, and personally prevents its implementation. People in
general and Blacks in particular often
feel powerless, so this ability to feel
special and powerful has obvious
appeal.
3. The believer can feel special without having to "do" anything (take
action)
According to conspiracy theorists,
just by listening to their theories, you
become more powerful, but you don't
have to "do" anything. No learning of
new skills, no working harder on the
job, etc. You will note that conspiracy
theorists often have no time for mathematicians, athletes, entertainers or anyone who actually has to work hard and
sacrifice over a long period of time in
order to attain success. Conspiracy
theorists are usually long on theory
(they call it "education") and short on

specific action. They spend 95-99% of
their time talking about the new world
order or constructing ever more elaborate conspiracies and 5% or less of
their time describing goals and the
actions required to achieve those goals.
This focus on the theory allows
audience members to escape from
often very real problems or concerns.
As an alternative, I recommend that
we, as a people, ask probing questions ,
when we hear these theories.
Side note: f By the way, I recommend that you do not harshly confront
or argue with a conspiracy theorist.
Even if you have strong evidence, it is
always better to ask question . In fact,
this is the best way to ensure harmonious relations with anyone, be they a
friend, family member. client, parent,
etc. It is always better to ask questions
and listen, than to argue.
Questions to ask include:
I. What actions have you taken to
counter the conspiracy and what were
the results of these actions?
2. What have you done that has been
successful in the past?
3. "What three things can I do right
now to counter the conspiracy?"
As I have gained additional realworld busi ness experience, I have
revisited many of the conspiracy theories that I previously accepted without
q·uestion. Also, I have tried (not
always successfully) to move from talk
about conspiracies to action and
results. In the next article I will discuss
some of my experiences as a member
of the Personal Computer (PC) revolution and bow these experiences have
affected my thinking.

Kevin Martin is an entrepreneur in
Los Angeles who grew up in Riverside
and who is interested in discussing specific actions for improving the Black
community. Comments can be sent to
by1989@pacificnet.ne1. Be sure ro
include the title in your subject line.

"Diversity" Means Sharing Power!
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"Diversity," as commonly used
by
supposedly
well-meaning
authorities who control the educational system, is strikingly similar
to the idea slaveowners had in giving "crumbs" off their tables to
"accommodnting" slaves -- a selfdeceptive belief in their "goodness"
regarding
their
v1ct1ms.
"Diversity," a currently politically
correct buzzword, is a politician's
tool for manipulative maneuvering.
The dictionary defines "Politician"
as one who seeks personal or partisan gain, often by maneuvering ; and
Maneuvering as "any artful or
tricky...proceeding, especially in
dealing or in mental gymnastics or
dialectic (logical discussion).
"Trickiness" is fooling the victims
to gain an unfair advantage while
putting _victims at an unfair disadvantage. Politically Correct is the
presentation of a false front of support -- a facade. It is the appearance

of being over-concerned with supporting a "diversity" program of
broad social, political, and educational change, especially to redress
historical injustices in matters of
race, class, gender, and sexual orientation. Buzz Word means the
authorities' attempts at trying to
favorably impress their victims.
Yet, ".diversity" talk. by authorities is simply "White-Wash" -- the
concealment of deliberate flaws and
failures in "common sense" humanity. It is designed to give the
appearance of converting the historical miseducation pf victims into
present proper intellectual and sociological channels.
Behind its
smoke-screen there is no substantive attempt to correct or cure the
effects of historical injustices.
Instead, it is a deceptive device -- a
manipulation -- to maintain the
racist system present since slavery.
To Manipulate is to attempt to control how victims feel, think (e.g.
what to focus on), express, and
behave -- all without input by the
victims' involvement in decisions
and solutions which affect their
lives. Even the word "diversity" is
deceptive. In the 14th century it

meant "to make separate and distinct" -- a form of segregation on
the order of its etymologically related word "divorce." When applied
to races, it implied that no one race
resembles any of the others -- a
sharper contrast than merely "different." To hide this very racist
concept, Euro-American authorities
improperly made "diversity" synonymous with "diversified'' ("made
up of various kinds") so as to deceptively convey their responsibility to
create a climate in which all people
-- regardless of "race," ethnicity,
and gender -- are allowed to flourish.
By imagining the part of an
app le tree (seed, roots, trunk,
branches, leaves, and fruits), what
authorities are offering c·o victims is
at a "leaf' or "crumbs" level. A ll
slaves realized that to receive only
"crumbs" was not nourishment for
their bodies or designed for their
taste. From discussion with people
around the world, a dominant theme ·
is that Eurocentric education and
approaches are not only limited,
inferior, and self-centered, but they
leave significant world view "gaps"
in those trying to make sense of the

world. "Psyche comfort" comes
from "root'' knowledge out of one's
own culture. But according to " The
Kybalion" (p. 9, 15, 19), the "seed''
for these "roots" cam e out of
ancient Africa and then spread into
Asia, India, Europe, and elsewhere.
Certain cultures (e.g. the Tibetans
and Indians) have explained certain
"seeds" quite well. A Truly
"Diversified''
Educational
System, Therefore, Ought to be
Composed of the Best Knowledge
from Whatever All USA Ethnic
Groups" -- and not the Eurocentric
alone -- decide is best. Real
Diversity is About Sharing Power
From "Seed to Fruit!'' Most Black
Americans are "floating" from having their "roots" of knowledge and
culture hidden or-stolen from them.
After discovering ancient Africans'
philosophy, most will be able to go
from "seed to fruit'' without any
CQntentment gaps and with a sense
of ful fillment.
Similarly, the
Eurocentric will realize that a
greedy self-interest pursuit of the
material can never be satisfying.
website : jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, n, M.D
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Starts Wednesday! Shop for storewide savings and values.*

I

r]
Great sovi·ngs
on what's in styl·e
and just in time
for summer.

2

25% off
25-30% off

crl/* rra>/$

Charter Club 'Bal Harbor'
sportswear collection
For misses, petites
and Macy Woman.
Reg. $20-$60,
sale 14.99-44.99

Handbags, minibags
and wallets
Assorted styles.

On sole
Sandals for her
Just in time
for summer.

30% off
R & Gwoven
shirts for him
In assorted colors
and patterns.
Catton. S-XL.
Reg. $48,
sale 33.60

30% off
crly* rr=,/$

• Charter Club knit
pajamas for her
In assorted colors
· and prints. Reg. $42,
sale 29AO

r,

,, •
'
·,

I
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For five days!

r
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Get extra savings instantly when you use your Macy's Card
on·sale- and clearance-priced items May 12-16

:

Take an extra.15% offt
For Her
For Him
For Kids

Sportswear, dresses, handbags and accessories
Sportswear, dress shirts, ties, underwear, socks and accessories
Clothes for infants, girls 2-16 and boys 2-20

Take an extra 10% offt
For Her

Suits, coats; lingerie; sleepwear; shoes and sandals;
bridge and fashion jewelry, plus clearance-priced fine jewelry
For Him
Suits, sportcoats, trousers, dress and casual pants, and shoes
For Home Bed, bath and table linens; housewares; china; crystal; silver;
frames; and luggage

Don't have a Macy's Card? Get one toda·y
and save 10% more your first two days.

,.

That's 10% on top of the May Bright Sale and savings and values! Just one more reason to apply.
Subject to credit approval. Some exclusions apply.

,

'

' ·,

'.

*Hours may vary by store. tExcludes Everyday Values. kale spade new york, fine Jewelry Super Buys, bridge sportswear, Impulse, l•N•CInternational Concepts", juniors' fashion denim, American Rag, Coach end Dooney & Bourke handbags, designer shoes for her and him, Levi's•. Dockers•,
Slates-, men's designer sportswear, designer bed and both collections, Waterford, Llodr6, Regency crystal and silver, Henckels, Tumi, Hartmann, furniture, area rugs, and mattresses. Discount will be deducted from the sale or clearance price as applicable. Not valid with passes or other discount
offers. Redeemable only at point of sale. Cannot be used on Macy's Gift Cards, gift certificates, prior purchases, phone or special orders, or non-merchandise-related services; on purchases from macys.com, macysweddingchannel.com, Gift Registry kiosks, or gift-wrap or leased departments;
or as payment on credit accounts. Prices, promotions and selectlon may differ on macys.com. Sole merchandise Is from specially selected groups unless idenfified as "all." Sole prices may Include reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns
may hove been taken. Advertised items may not be ovollable In every store. Orlglnal, clearance, c:loseout, and permanently- or Just-reduced items will remain at a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not have been in effect over the post 90 days. Only, value, Always/
Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain In effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance. Clearance, closeout and Special Purchase merchandise Is available while supplies lost. Always/Everyday Value items
are excluded from all sales, price reductions and coupons. Regular and arlglnal prices are offering prices and may nat have resulted In actual sales, No mall or phone orders. Some Items may be part of a sale In progress. Extra savings token off clearance/sole prices. Extra savings and
regular/sole prices In effect through May 16.

Also shop macys.com
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County Superior Court, another law- the city, because no alleged incidents
suit filed by a Black Riverside Police had occurred during former Chief
Department officer in 2000 awaits its Ken Fortier's brief tenure. Soon after,
day in court. Four years ago, Roger , another judge, Charles field ordered
Sutton filed his racial discrimination, the case into arbitration for the second
harassment and retaliation lawsuit, time since June 26, 2001, even as
while both federal and state agencies many lawyers in the courtroom
were investigating the department for gasped in astonishment. Field told the
racism. So far, the city has spent attorneys that the civil court system
$262,192 in legal expenses fighting was backed up by too many cases. '
11
his case, even after the department
Virtually all our courtrooms are
was placed under consent decree by tied up in trial at the moment," Field
State Attorney General Bill Lockyer said, earlier this year at a trial schedin 2001, a process which has so far uling conference, "We are in a bind."
cost the city of Riverside over $10 So far, the attorneys on this case have
million to implement necessary recused three arbitrators and are tenreforms.
tatively scheduled to complete arbiSutton alleged that he was subject- tration this month.
ed to a hostile work environment
White employees who have filed
including racist comments, jokes and reverse racial discrimination lawsuits
slurs. Complain.ts about racism in the have fared much better.
ranks were met with retaliation by
Five White male police officers
supervisors in the form of discipline, who filed two separate lawsuits in
Sutton alleged. Last year, the city U.S. District Court alleging reverse
filed a motion of summary judgmeot racial and gender discrimination
against the suit and it was heard by resolved their cases much quicker and
presiding judge Richard Fields who received hefty settlements from the
denied the majority of the motion for city, according to records.
summary judgment but granted the
The city was in the process of setstatute of limitations claim filed by tling with the sergeants even before

the case was filed in court. In May lawsuit was filed . The city spent
1999, then Sgt. Jay Theuer and eight $283,258 on Theuer's case and an
White male sergeants filed grievances additional $2,505 on McFall's case
with the city to protest former chief, before its consolidation and settled
Jerry Carroll's decision to promote a with the sergeants by promoting
male American Indian, a Hispanic retired Sgt. Wally Rice to lieutenant
man and a White woman as lieu- ..and by moving back the promotion
tenants. The White sergeants alleged dates of several of the lieutenants
that Carroll had made comments that back to 1999, complete with fi nancial
he felt it was necessary to promote art compensation.
In contrast, three male minority
African-American, yet no Black sergeants were included in the promo- officers had filed discrimination
tions.
grievances regarding promotional
Shortly after, the city began negoti- practices in 1995, yet the city did not
ating with the White sergeants and immediately start settlement talks to
was on the verge of securing promo- promote them, and when they were
tions for two of them and financial finally promoted years later, their propayments for two others when com- motions were not retroactively set
munity members and Carroll discov- back to 1995.
ered what was happening. After sevAlleged sexual discrimination and
eral contentious meetings between sexual harassment in the police
city officials and outraged communi 0 department has also cost the city
ty leaders, the city stopped those set- · money to fight and to settle.
tlement discussions and most of the
In 1996, former Riverside Police
sergeants filed their cases in court. Department White female sergeant,
Another White male sergeant, Mark Christine Keers filed a sexual disMcFall filed a similar case which crimination and harassment lawsuit.
was soon consolidated with the oth- In her complaint, Keers alleged that
ers. Four of the sergeants were pro- she was subjected to sexual discrimimoted within one year of the time the nation during the promotional process

and a hostile working environment of
sexist and sexual jokes, comments,
fliers, propositions and even pornography shown in the roll call room by
numerous male officers including,1
supervisors. After she filed a griev- ... •
ance, she alleged that the department
retaliated against her by having three
supervisors listed in her complaint
arrest her on criminal charges against
the direction of the District Attorney's
office. Keers was prosecuted on three
misdemeanor counts of holding stolen
property and one felony count of
soliciting a criminal act but. was
acquitted by a jury on all counts:"
according to court records. She filed a ·1
lawsuit and nearly two years later, f-'
received a settlement from the city. ·r
The city spent $19,012.45 in: fighting ,·1
this suit over a two-year period.
11
Recently, the city of Riverside /
picked up another national civic '
award which saluted its celebration of ~
diversity among other factors. Ironic d
that in its own employment ranks,
there does not seem to be lhat much to ,
celebrate.
I,

the victim of constant harassment.
Others spoke of being passed over
for promotions or being placed on
Administrative Leave for reasons
that were insignificant or based on
falsified evaluations.
One woman told Black Voice she
was fired after 15 years with the
County when she just did her job.
Diane Haywood-Frazier's story is
unbelievable. Her termination came
after a long series of events and after
she testified for a fellow employee in
an EEOC case. She said Blacks were
under great pressure after the
Rodney King and OJ. Simpson trials. The first time she had ever heard
a broadcast come across the speaker
in the department was the reading of
the 0.J. ·trial results. "The public and
everyone heard that verdict in the
office. Then co-workers wanted to
know what side I was on. I stayed by
myself," she said. Frazier tells more,
when the Tyshia Miller protesters
were protesting (every Monday for
two years) in downtown Riverside,
she and another Black employee
happened to be out on sick leave.
When they returned, the supervisor
accused them of missing work to
protest with the Miller protesters.

When they both returned, the climate was hostile. "I overheard them
use the N word to describe her (the
other employee) and they even said it
to her face," said Haywood-Frazier.
"She was still probationary and highly educated. Before they terminated
her after we both returned from the
Monday sick leave, another employee caused an incident and put her finger in her face, she asked her not to
put her finger in her face and went to
the supervisor and told her what happened. The White employee reversed
the story and accused the Black
employee of doing it. They fired the
Black woman that day. She filed with
EEOC," said Frazier.
After that incident Frazier further
states her supervisor sent one of the
Black female employees to talk her
into promoting into the Assessor's
office, but on the day she went to
work there she was faced with a
White female who said she would
not train a Black person.
Things progressed until a cail
came in from EEOC. They called
her in for an interview investigation
of the incidents in the previous
department. Like the kiss of death
when she returned, the co-workers

started making snide remarks. From
that day on, no one would show her
how to do her job. She states she did
it anyway, learning however she
could.
Frazier didn't know why, but she
startec\ getting migraine headaches.
Sometimes they were so bad she
would not go to work. Again they
sent the same Black' person to talk
with her. She said she made the decision then to only deal with work
related questions from her supervisor.
The situation came to a climax in
2002 when she lost her grandmother.
"I told my supervisor I lost my
grandmother and had to be off for the
funeral. They sent a memo requesting that I bring in documentation
from the funeral director. I brought a
copy of the obituary and the newspaper article. When I did, she looked at
my grandmother's photo and
remarked that she looks like a White
lady. On the obituary I highlighted
my mother Leila Roberts' name," she
said. A few weeks later another
tragedy struck the family. "Uncle
Bengie (Mark Roberts) died very
suddenly." He was her great uncle
a.ad, the brother of Dell Roberts, a

civil rights cases that were more than
30 years old, including the bombing of
the Sixteenth Str~t Church in
Continued from Front Page
Birmingham, Ala. and the murder of
for the modem American civil rights NAACP leader Medgar Evers in
movement. We owe it to Emmett Till, Mississippi, were prosecuted with the
and we owe it to ourselves, to see help of the Justice Department.
Congressman Rush sent Ashcroft a
·whether after all these years, some
second
letter on April 20. He wrote,
additional measure pf justice remains
"Emmett
Till's mother, Marnie Ttllpossible."
Mobley,
similarly
made numerous
Until now, the Justice Department
had declined repeated requests from _ requests to the Justice Department and
'fill's mother, Mamie Till Mobley, and the Federal Bureau of Investigations to
Congressman Bobby Rush, who repre- investigate her son's murder.
sents her district in Chicago, to reopen Unfortunately, she received only indifthe case. Mobley died a year ago at the ference and silence as a rather telling
response. 1 would hope that the Justice
age of 81.
Department
would not treat a member
In February, Rep. Rush filed a bill in
of
Congress
the same way it treated
Congress asking that body to formally
Mrs.
Till-Mobley
50 years ago with
request Attorney General John
Ashcroft to re-open the case. A indifference and silence."
Neither letter had been answered as
Department of Justice spokesman told
of
this week, according to Rush's
the Chicago Tribune at the time that
office.
"the statute of limitations barred the
Recently, Congressman Charles
department from investigating the case
Rangel and Sen. Charles Schumer,
further."
After receiving research and a legal both New York Democrats, joined
opinion from the Legislative Counsel Rush's call for a Justice Department
for the. House of Representatives and investigation.
"Emmett Till's murder seared into
the Congressional Research Service,
the
minds of all Americans the hate
Rush wrote.to Ashcroft on February 27
and
violence of racism in the South,"
and pointed out that 18 U.S.C. 3282, a
Rangel
said at a news conference. "But
federal law, states, "an indictment for
because
of the efforts of the Black
any offense punishable by death may
be found at any time without limita- Press especially, the crime, not solved
tion." The 1964 Civil Rights Act and in the courts, raise the consciousness
another federal statue contain similar of Americans and triggered the Civil
Rights Movement."
language.
Rep. Bennie Thompson (D.-Miss.),
Moreover, Rush noted that several

issued a statement Monday saying,
"Today's decision is also a testament
to the contributions of CongressmanBobby Rush (D-IL.) who has been
invaluable in the effort."
In an interview with the NNPA
News
Service
last
month,
Congressman Rush said, "The federal
government has the resources, it has
the authority and should have the will
to re-open this case. Emmett Till cannot and will not rest in peace. Mamie
Till Mobley cannot and will not rest in
peace until there's justice. We cannot
rest in peace."
Mobley shocked the world when she
held an open-casket funeral for her disfigured son. More than 600,000 people
marched passed the casket and millions of others will never forget the
ghastly photo of Till that appeared in
Jet magazine.
In an interview with Emerge magazine, Mobley told this writer: "I think
about what he must have suffered. I
will ask the Lord why did he have to
suffer? If they had just shot him, that
could have been much easier to bear.
And in one of those question sessions,
the Lord showed me, revealed to me,
the way he [Till] looked was the personification of race hatred. This is
what race hatred looks like race hitred
is ugly."
Rush is also appealing to Congress
to award a Congressional Medal of
Honor to Till's mother posthumously

"for her courage, but also for her commitment to young people."
Both Milam ·and Bryant are dead.
But Carolyn Bryant, supposedly the
object of young Till's interest, is
believed to be still alive. By all
accounts, she did not accompany the
men on the night they kidnapped and
murdered Till.
According to Till's great uncle,
Milam and Bryant did not come to his
home alone. At least another voice was
heard once Till had be taken from the
house. If anyone is prosecuted as a
result of this inquiry, more than likely
it will be that person, many close to the
case believe.
The Till investigation might be hampered by the lack of a transcript of the
murder trial. Like many controversial
cases involving the deaths of AfricanAmericans in the South during that
period, such as Medgar Evers, the
transcript is missing from court files.
In Evers case, however, his widow,
Myrlie, had kept a copy of court proceedings.
Before Mobley-Till died, she had
made peace with her son's death.
She told Emerge, "The Lord spoke
to me and said that Emmett didn't
belong to me in the fi1"t place, that I
had been chosen to be his mother
while he was on earth and that he came
here with a specific purpose. He's
done what he came here to do."

retired and there was even more ani- ,..,
mosity towards her in the depart- ~
ment. Comments directed at he1 1
were that "she had to leave becaus( .'.
of some people." From December tc "
June, following the supervisor': •
retirement, there were more' repri· '
mands, suspensions, and finally paic 1
administrative leave. If sh_e asked : '
question she was insubordinate."
was being told by my Sr. Appraise1
that I put a comma in the wron~
place and I used the wrong word in ~
report. If I complained I would Ix reprimanded. I was told by my super· •
visor that I should do what I was tole ~
whether it was to clean the files oft
my Sr. Appraiser's desk or to de
nothing. Or even to do a job fm
which I was not qualified, (appraising property) they were job duties fo1
a licensed appraiser to do. Sr
Appraiser's are licensed by the state,''
she said.
She said she filed several griev•
ances with the union. "But the unior '
rep each time said I should just qui1'
and refused t9 help me," she said ',
Soon she was placed on paid administrative leave at full pay that was cu1,
to half pay. · "I was told there wai
nothing I could do and that I wai
going to be terminated. The Humar
Resources Department was oni
sided. They were on management'!
side. Early on when I went to HR, .
was told if I file a grievance that the)
would chew me up and spit me out,'
she said. She was terminated for po01
job performance on June 20, 2003
after 15 years of employment.
Rev. James Baylark, said they art
still looking for stories. Many organizations are planning a la{ge towr
hall meeting to hear more complaint~
against unfair treatment of employees in the County of Riverside. F01
more information call (909) 2438590.

Continued from Front Page

ney saying that if they continued to
fight in court and lost, then they could
be forced to pay attorney's fees for
both sides.
Sadly, this was one case that had
plenty of opportunities to be resolved
before even being filed in court.
At least six years before this lawsuit was filed, many city employees
from Public Works, Streets and
Maintenance and Public Utilities had
complained of racial discrimination
and harassment in their workplaces
and even held well-publicized meetings with city representatives beginning in 1991 for redress. In response,
the city did nothing to alleviate a situation in which working conditions in
several workplaces were so hostile,
racist graffiti was painted in the restrooms and at least one employee was
physically assaulted while trying to
clean it off. The problems remain
unresolved both then and today,
according to the plaintiffs.
Meanwhile, over in Riverside

COUNTY
Continued from Front Page

own desk," Wilson told the Black
Voice.
Wilson directed The Black Voice
News to Mohr, but he had not
returned the call at press time.
On Monday night the SCLC's
(Southern Christian Leadership
Conference) held a heated meeting.
The members he~d from several
people who said that they had been
terminated unjustly from the County.
A few, not wanting to be seen, came
to the door to ask for a complaint
form. A common thread of the complaints, whether it was a supervisor
or others, the methods used to terminate them was the same. It followed
a pattern. According to the complainants the union was in lockstep
with management, who demoted,
harassed, and fired Black employees
with the help of Human Resources.
_In one case, a supervisor, who has
worked for the County for a quarter
of a century, was demoted. One of
the employees of the demoted supervisor refused to speak against the
supervisor and now that employee is

TILL

Foster Parents Are Monthly Compensated

VWBeetle
VWPassatt
VWJetta
VWGolf
VWTouareg

Grand Marquis
Monterey
Sable
Mountaineer

Continued from Front Page

story was about how teachers have to
deal with more today than ever
before. "Teachers are now doing
more intervention,'' he said to 21')
audience of enthusiastic community
members and students. Earlier he visited classrooms on campus.
He said he would do more than talk
about family values, intimating that
Bush just talks. "Some talk about
family values then refuse to value

To learn how you can become a Foster Parent call:
Call Willie Mitchell
Sales Consultant

"the matchmaker"
Cell: 909-553-2261
fl'IIIIIJ lllclll . .rc■rJ/nr, IIC.
1600 Camino Real
San Bernardino, CA 92408

800-237-8115
www.freewaylm-vw.com

FREEWAY • • •

families, ' he said.
Kerry said that he has a plan. His
plan is to offer teachers more training,
pay, and career opportunities. "We
must attract more into teaching. :
Create a new teaching corps specifically to help those who go into eco- '
nornically underserved areas. We will
help with the tuition of those who
want to go to school (to become
teachers),'' he said.
He also said that he would raise 1
teacher's salaries by $5,000, create a
teacher mentor system, and reward
1
them for excellence.

Let us design or

redesign your
website for FREE!

Has God blessed you?
y not pass the blessing on to
People who ned you most. Our Children. Children are a
heritage from the Lord. Let us treat them as such by providing loving care and happy homes.

arge e ec ,on o
,n
Volkswagen Cars AVAILA
Navigator
LS
• Aviator
Town Car
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''Become
A Foster
Parent''

The Perfect Match

Subscribe
&
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very well known community leader.
"When I told her (the supervisor)
about the death, her comment was
demeaning, and stating she didn't
understand this, stating that people in
my family were 'dropping like flies.'
I was shocked and hurt that she said
it, then there was no apology," said
Fraiser. Sending the same Black
employee home with her she told her
she shouldn't take the boss seriously.
Frazier let the Black co-worker know
that she didn't think the comment
about the deaths of her family members was appropriate.
By this time Frazier was on probation, she told her mother what had
happened, and Mrs. Roberts was
very upset with the hurtful meanspirited comments the supervisor made.
"Without my knowledge my
mother (who worked in another
county department) calmly went into
my supervisor's office and told her
she didn't appreciate how she was
treating me. She told her if she didn't
stop harassing me she would go to
the Board of Supervisors," said
Frazier. That created a firestorm.
According to Frazier, as she was at
home a few days later a call came
summoning her to her mother's
workplace. There was an investigation and they were requesting that
she come testify on her mother's
behalf. Because she was oul on sick
leave she said she could not come.
With a doctor's excuse, she went
ahead. After her testimony her mother was exonerated, however Roberts
was not allowed to be within three
blocks of the Riverside County
office building. This was a hardship
because the two carpooled. Every
morning Frazier said she would get
out of the car and walk the four
blocks necessary to get to work.
Frazier believes something must
have happened because in December
of 2002 her supervisor suddenl y
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Guardians of Love Foster Family Agency
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89th ~ational Orange Show Festival Hosts Sunshine Day
National Orange Show Festival.
Community volunteers and the
entire staff work together to
Mark
your
calendars!
The
'
89th National Orange Show make this day memorable for all
Festival, presented by Stater of the Sunshine Day guests,"
Bros. and themed "A Pirate's said Bradley C. Randall, General
Treasure," is scheduled to run Manager of the NOS Events
from Thursday, May 27th Center, which is home to the
through Monday, May 31st. The National Orange Show Festival.
This year's theme is "A
National Orange Show Festival,
Pirate's
Treasure," guests will
the Inland Empire's biggest and
best summer kick-off celebra- enter a world of pirate fun and
tion, will open the gates to a spe- exhibits and attractions that
cial group of guests on Friday, highlight treasures throughout
May 28th from 9:00 AM to 1 :00 the Inland Empire. From the
giant skull rock entrance gate,
PM.
Knowri as "Sunshine Day," the sunken pirate ship in the
pre-registered service clubs and Lagoon, and the themed building
mentally and physically chal- entrances, the entire show has
lenged adults and children from been revamped, including a new
throug out the Inland Empire layout, and new exhibits and
will enJoy exclusive access to attractions. New attractions
exhibits and shows. In addition, include Dueling Pirates High
the National Orange Show will Dive Show, a high diving, high
treat Sunshine Day guests to a seas adventure featuring dueling
pirates Captain Kidd and Calico
complimentary lunch. ·
Jack.
Also new, Captain Bogg
"This is one of the most
rewardin things we do at the and Salty, the singing pirates; a
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Bear Den, featuring a live bear
habitat; the Mardi-Gras Bar, an
area for adults 21 and over fea-

Norman Brown

Clinical Trials: Ask Befor·e You Leap
Ernest

LEVISTER, JR,

F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Dear
was di
want to

· ter: Last year I
ith diabetes. I
in a clinical trial
·s disease. What
making a

decision?

M.R.
Dear M.R. It's really critical for
African-Am ·cans to be involved

in clinical trials if we're going to
solve problems .that disproportionately affect us.
But it's also critical that those
clinical trials involve people from
our communities, that we have a
measure of control over those trials
as opposed to depending upon other
people. We still live in a country
where you can't always trust the
people in charge. Lt's unfortunate,
but it's true.
In the past such studies were
rarely open to "minority" participation. Despite a recent national campaign promoting the benefits our
participation in clinical trials
African-Americans remain \Jnder•

turing wine from the Pacific Rim
International Wine Competition
and live jazz/blues entertain-

tern and side effects.
If you don't have a representative
represented in virtually every cate- number of African-Americans in a
gory of medical research.
clinical trial, you actually don' t
National researchers conclude a know how the results apply to
lack of knowledge about clinical tri- African-A mericans.
als and mistrust are the biggest
Drug manufacturers are coming
obstacles.
. out with new drugs - better drugs
There are certain diseases or cul- with fewer side effects - and it's
tural implications that make it important that those drugs be approimportant for us to be involved in priately tested in a representative
trials.
population. That means a represenTake something like hypertension, tative
number
of
Africanwhich disproportionately affects us. Americans, as well as Whites,
The same drugs that may prove Hispanics, Asians and others.
effective in one group may not be
And yes, people are actually paid
effective in another.
when they volunteer for studies on
We have differences, in terms of everything from diabetes to skin
how our bodies break dqwn a g_rug,__ .cancer...
· how long the drug stays in our sys-·•· ,.,,

ment; and Helm and Sons
Amusements will be providing
the carnival entertainment this
year. The Orange Show
Speedway will feature stock ·car
racing Saturday night during the
Festival; a New Orleans Style
Memorial Day Parade and a
·Fireworks Display will close our
the Festival on Monday; and so
much more.
Returning attractions include
the ever popular Rocket's K-9
Comets Frisbee Dog Show,
Livestock · Pavilion, Swifty
Swine Racing & Swimming
Pigs, Schools Involvement
Program, African & Hispanic
Heritage Village, Model Train
Exhibit, Jest in Time Circus of
Fools, Petting
Zoo,
BC
Characters, The Procrastinators
Trash Can Band, the' Magic of
Frank Thurston, All-California
Juried Art Exhibition; Artisan
and Landscape Village, the
Home Arts Show, and the
Shoppers' Expo ... to name a few.

Twilight Stage FREE enter- .
tainment, located in the Orange
Pavilion, includes a Jazz Concert
on Friday night featuring John
Carey, Norman Brown, and Rick
Braun; a blues concert on
Saturday
night
featuring
Slackjaw Blues Band, Charlie
Musselwhite, and The Robert
Cray Band; a hip-hop concert on
Sunday night featuring Amanda
Perez;
and
Hispanic
Entertainment Viva La Fiesta,
presented by KBEH · 63 on
Monday.
The 89th National Orange
Show Festival is scheduled for
May 27-31, 2004. Gate hours are
1:00 p.m . to 10:00 p.m.,
Thursday and Friday, and 11 :00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday. Admission
is $5.00 for Adults and FREE for
Children 10 and under. For general information, call (909) 8886788, or visit us on the Web at
www.NOSevents.com.

According to the National
Medical Association, there are certain questions you should consider
"before participating in research."
Does the study have oversight by
a nationally recognizeq health
organization? Who is paying for the
research, i.e. a drug company or a
political think tank?
Does the trial involve the use of
drugs, treatment or surgery? If so,
the informed consent form they give
you will tell you what the risks are.
Will you be given the new treatment versus the placebo or older
treatment; will you be assigned to a
treatment or non-treatment group,
you may not be told what you are
receiving. What i Jhe compensa-

tion? If you elect to, participate,
select an agency known for ethical
conduct and for producing certifiable culturally sensitive results.
Disclose any herbal or nutritional
supplements you are taking (before
you start).
Notify your personal doctor so he
or she keeps trac.k of what treatment
you are getting and watch for problems.
For more information on clinical
trials
v1s1t:
http://clinicaltriay..gov/ct/gui/.

For additional information about
African American Health visit the
African American Health Network
at www.ai;ilzrf.com

It's not every day a neighbor ~elps you buy a house. For something like this to happen, it takes a little Magic. At Washington M~tual,
we've teamed up with Earvin "Magic" Johnson, founder and CEO of the Johnson Development Corporation, to help make
.

'

your dreams of home ownership a reality. We're bu ilding home loan centers right in your neighborhood and staffing them

-.

with loan consultants hired from within the community. This means we can look at your situation using our own flexible
guidelines, lending programs and educational tools. to help you get approved • . ?o if you're in the market for a home loan,
\

❖

stop by your neighborhood Washington Mutual Home Loan Center. Because getting approved is a lot closer than you think.

■ Washington Mutual .,.
HOME LOAN CENTERS

JOHNSON
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Equal Housing Lender, Pi'ognlt1'I subject to change. Ceitaln restrtotlons apply. We. have loan offices artd accept appHcations In: Washlpgton Mutual Bank FA • many states; Washington Mutual Bank - 10 , OR, UT, WA; Washington Mutual Bank fsb • 10, MT, UT.
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16th Street SDA Honors Sarah JacksonforMother's Day

Gospel Vision 's Hit Gospel St e
Play, STEM Comes to Fontana'
The Black Voice N ews

FONTANA

Tb e R{ack \In ire News

Gospel Vision with CEO Dennis
West presents the Hit Stage Play,
'S TEM at · the Fontana Ci vie
Auditorium on Friday, June 4th,
2004. This heartfelt play is about 4
determined women, in 4 distinct
directions, to - 1 Divine God. It's
about overcoming unbelievable
obstacles and experiencing personal "public" miracles. STEM features a Los Angeles based cast who
is now beginning to be seen across
the country. Now, this dazzling display of inspirational spirituality,
hilarious comedy, and transparent
testimony is coming to Fontana for
one night only.
There will be a V.I.P. reception,
"About My Father 's Business
Networking," " Gospel Jazz" &
Fellowship from 6-8pm. Also, there
will be a Gospel Concert featuring
Irene Marin, a soulful Hispanic
praise and worship singer from
Orange County and Michael Hart,
an urban gospel vocalist from the

SAN BERNARDINO

Sarah Jackson was honored this
Mother's Day as "Woman of the Year."
Tears of joy flowed as Janice Kirsey and
Vanessa Connor led Jackson to the podium
to be honored by tbe 16th Street Seventh
Day Adventist Church Women's Ministry.
"We chose to give recognition to a woman
who means so much to so many,• said
Charlotte Ellison, Chairwoman.
Jackson was honored for her work as a
missionary traveling the world. "She is
retired, but still a nunuring, caring individual and she is a prayer warrior," said
Ellison.
Every Sabbath Jackson provides sustanance for the pastors. "The pastors are
there early and go home late. She provides
a repast in the office for them every
Sabbath. She designs, makes and gives
beautiful baskets, flowers and gifts just to
brighten others' days," said Ellison. Health
reform is her passion and she ministers to
other widows because of her own experience after the death of her husband. His
death led her to write a book on depression.
She will celebrate her 80th birthday and
still works everyday caring for her
youngest grandchildren.
All four of her children, and most of her
grandchildren, were at church to surprise
her on this special day. She is afso the aunt
of Congresswoman Sheila Jackson-Lee of

Texas.
The beautiful day began with a dramatic
entrance of the womenJed by the pastors.
Purple and white were the colors and the
program included praise and worship leaders Judith Thomas and Marie Thompson;
praise dancers Harmony directed by
Minerva Mosley; and Poet Nikkie Bacon
astounded the congregation with a poem

Inland Empire. The Concert starts
at 7pm and the Play begins @. 8pm.
Proceeds from the show 1go .to
Feed the Children, food and clothing banks, and the comm,unity
building efforts of _Gospel .Vision.
Gospel Vision is currently ooking
for volunteer. staff and }Ii ion
Partners" who would con .de~ a
monthly financial gift to fuel this
great outreach. Gospel
1s10n
events are life changing even\s that
unite families in our com Juities
through laughter, drama :an t ejoy
of music.
Tickets are $25 (Platinun{ Seats),
$20 (Gold Seats) and $15(Silver
Seats/General Admissioi:i).Tickets
are available at Berean-Riverside
909-688-1237, Berean · -· Colton
909-824-7200 and Long's Christian
Bookstore - Alta Loma 909-9870406. For group rates, ticket availability in other areas, or mo e information on becoming a v lunteer,
please caJI Gospel Visio[! t 909538-4555. See you at the b w.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

Highway to Heaven Broadca t
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

Janice Klrsey (1), Charlotte Ellison (c), and Yolanda Angel Cohill (r) enjoy the program.

she called Missy.
The powerful Yolanda • Angel" Cohill,
was the morning speaker. She spoke from

John 1:1-15 using for a topic, "Powerless
Times in a Powerful World."
Youth pastor Wade Forde sa id of Mrs.

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdow
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM

Sarah Jackson

Jackson, 'she is truly a woman after God's
owh heart."

e-;;,a il: kproval@AOL.com '
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570

Services
It hs,acltt
' u he' mt11Chl:i..

I! ' VI

Sunday

8:00am

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

11 :00am

Bible Study

CCNH'f
fU1UIN:.

·m

Hour of Power

...

,$25
$L'O

$15

2004 Rummage Sale
With

SHEPHERD 'S

Gospel Time
Sunday 1 :00 pm
I ·.

:1570 AM
for

Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy
Shepherd

(909) 5977134

Evangelist Vera
Brown Sisler
Heard on
KPRO Radio
1570 AM Radio
Mondays 7:45 a.m.

May 7th & 8th
Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. & Saturday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Fir t Congregation Church
3041 N. Sierra Way
San Bernardino 92405

1 ,000 of items shades
available treasure
table. Silent Auction
that closes at 1 p.m.
on Saturday

Life Church Of God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard ~ Riverside, CA 92509
Tol l Free No. (877) 684-Lif'e - Fax No. (909) 684-811 7
w ww.LIFECHURCHRIVERS IDE.org

"Ce/ebm1i11g /6 Ytars of Minisr,-y"

Musician/Pianist Needed

Church Mono: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD.
fXPECTGREATTH INGS FROM GOD !

Pastor Ron and Lavette Gibson

'Preacher 'Teacher Conference 'Speaker
To order Tapes:
http# netministries.org/see/charmin/cm07374

e-mailjaithful199714@cs.com
Phone· 909-352-3301 Fax: 909-352-3301

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!

Seeking church pianist/Choir Director.
Call (909) 686-0702.

WE'RE MOVING ..
San Bernardino Christian Centre
From 1808 Commerce Center Way,
Ste. B • San Bernardino
To
The Centre at Highland
1672 Palm Ave. • Highland
First Service: March 28, 2004 10:30 a.m.
For more information 909-890-1420

Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'I

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

BIBLE STUDY:·
WORSHlP SERVJCES: 8am, 9A5am. 11:30am. 6pm
(Cla'ii.es_for all Ages)
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9.45 A.M.
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (aka Youth Church) E.RmAX
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES:
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm

15854 Carter Street• Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com

Mailfng Address
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA 92334

:OOpm

7:30pm.

(Every lsi and 3rd)

Services
Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Access the Spirrt Radio Broadcast

Join us on Mother's Day
Sunday, May 9, 2004, 6:00 P.M.
Guest Speaker: Dr. Morris Cerullo

Or. O.C. Nosakhere

Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
Senior Apostle
8:30 am
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

.
LIFE CHRJSTIAN ACADE1'o/
(Preschool through 3rd Grade) ~ Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more inli .
Our "LMNG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast airs weekly o
DirecTV-The Word Network PST every Sunday-2:30pm. and Tucsday-2pm and on The
Church Channel on Saturday at 6:30pm.
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary sening with a cutting edge message for all!
Come to life~ IT WILL CHANGE YOURS!

l

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community
The Black Voice News
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.Vew Joy Baptist Church
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088

The Book ofActs

Second Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
thebookofacts@earthlink.net

2911 N inth St., Ri verside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564
www.secondbapti stri verside.org
E -MAIL: SecB aptist@ Earthlink.net

Weekly Services

Weekly Services
Sunday School
9: 15 a.in.
M orning Worship
10:15 a.m .
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m .
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Prayer Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Sunday Worship

R11. /'1111/ \ .
llu11/t11tl. H. /J11

10:()(lam
5:30 pm
10:00 an,
5:30 pm
9:45 am
11 :00 am

T.V. Broodcn~t Sundnyk Ch. 49 at 5:00 pm

3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510

fl

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
M orning Worship Service

9:00 am
10:30 am

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Mornin g Worship
Nursery Open
Prayer Services
Bible Study

Pastor Eullas J . &
Evang. Monica
James

7 :00 pm

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

L TITLE Z ION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
(909) 887-2813

7:00 pm

Buchanan

Pastor

Loca//on TBA

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220

SUN.

6476 Streeter Avenue, R'iverside,
CA

Weekly Services

Weekly Services
Sunday School (all ages)
9 :00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available}
Tues. Bible Studies
11 :30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7 :00 p.m.

Every I st Sunday Communion after 11:00 am service
M onday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - LO am
Thursday N ight Choir Rehearsal

Alpha &Associates Christian Center
Services Inside Holiday Inn Select

14940 Perris Blvd; Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147

(909) 247-48n-Fax

Youth Ministry

9:45 am

Prayer Line

7 :00 pm

11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.

Pastora Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards .

L acy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/feach er

remember the Cross ... focus on the WonJTM

9:15 am
9:15 am
11:00 am Marc K. Woodson
4 :30 pm
Senior Pastor

Reverends John and
Shermella Egson

Sunday School

Bible Study

(909) 656-4015

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste . 110
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more Info call 909-420-4184

Rev. Anthony Hughes

with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on

One Church ~ Two Locations

- - Community Services - Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Service

www.cathedralofpraisechurch .org

Sun. School
Sun. New Membei> • Class
Worship Service Sun.
Woohip Service Sun.
Prayer & Rihle Study
Wednesday
I/Ible Study
Thursday

12 noon

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana. CA 92335 • 909/350-940 1
" A cburch where everybody is somebody"

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

8:00 a. m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a. rn.

Wednesday

7:00 p. m.

Wednesday

BIBLE STUDY
7:30 p.m.

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

Pastor Iris Hailu

Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

Thursday Women's E\'ag. Service
Prnyer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Hou.sc OF PRAYER

'The Healing Place"

'REFORMA770N CIIU'RCff

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

Rev. & Mrs. Julio
A.4ndujo

Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill
Sc hool 24455 O ld Country Rd., Moreno Valley on
Sundays 10:30a.m . thru L2:30p.m.
P astor John W. Thomas &
First L ady Evang. Erzel Thomas

909 680-2044

Showers
of Blessings r.J\~
Christian Center
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

•I

African Methodist Episcopal Church

28073 Diaz Road, Suites JIK. Temecula, CA 92590

7:45 a.m. Morning Worship
9:30 a.m. Victonous living Classes
11:15 a.m. High 'Time Celebral,on
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship

"Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the believers. "

Pastor Najuma
Smith

New Century Baptist
Church

Sunday School
9 :30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
W ednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7 :15 pm

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Wcb,i1e: graceofterneculaval lyan,echurch.org
W'1osever will, let him come.'
"All are Welcome ··

Weekly Services

WEDNESDAY

Tuesday Nig.ht Pa.,toral Te.aching
Bible Study
8:00P.M

K PRO RADIO 1570AM • WED. 2:0(}

Weekly Service
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm

9:30AM
11 :00AM
7:00PM

Amos Temple CME

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8 :00 & 11 :00 a .m .
Bible Study & Prayer
W ed . 7 p .m.
Thursday
12 noon

5413 34th Sfreet
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

SATURDAY

Schedule of Worship Servil'c

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

Weekly Services
10:00 am
11:00 am
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Tuesday P rayer M eeting
Alben RIiey, Assistant Past or
& B i ble Study
7:00 pm

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
Mid Day Bible Study. Tues.
12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 · Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

(909) 381-2662

Sunday School
Moruiug Wor ship

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

ValleyFellowship Seventh DayAdventist Church

Bible Study
Wednesday @ 7:00 P.M.

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410

WEEKLY SERVICES

Rev. Jelanl Kafela

Praise Service
Sunday 9:30 A.M .

Bethel AME Church

Sunday 10 a.m.

,.

Radio Ministry
Harvest of Praise
KPRO 1570AM
Sunday @ 7:00 PM
Wednesday @ 6:00 AM

HOLY LAND COGIC

25400 Alessandro Blvd. S uite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 485-6993

Sunday 9 :00 - 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Pastor G-n Rose
Senior Pastor

New Beginnings

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Service Schedule

The Tent ~ Riverside Campus
2591 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

Community Baptist
Church

P.M. - SAT. 5:45 P.M.

51 0 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@i.manitem p le.n et

Overseer - Visionary

Family MinistJy Night
Wednesday @ 7:00 P.M.

7:00 pm

Sunday School
8:30 a.rn.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.rn.
Thursday Bibel Revival
7:00 p.111.
Daily ·'Morning Glory·•
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00- 12 noon
Bro. James Moore

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.

S un day Worship Ex perience
C elestial Praise
8 :00 A.M.
Pe ntecostal Praise 10:30 A.M .

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

ORDER OF SERVICES

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

5 :00 pm

Mailing Address - P.O. Box 5390 Riverside, CA 92517

Weekly Services

Call 909-943-2236

?:OO pm

"A Church in the Community for the Community"

" An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

KPRO Inspirational Radio
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

THE HARVFBT MINisTRIFS

Masterfife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
Chlldrens Church
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Teaching. preaching. mi11is1eri11g fo r life change

The Tabe rnacle ~ Rialto Campus
152 1 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

PRAYER MEETING

7:00 pm

Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor
& his wift!, Karen J. Sykes

7:00 pm

"A cburch where everybody is somebody"

Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Service

Wednesday
B ible Study

.

11:00 am
9.30 am
· I0:00 am

SUNDAY SERVICES

8:00 am
11 :00 am
9:30 am

is a biblically-based

Trinity Baptist ~hurch

A Ministry of Excellence

Sunday

'

CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP C HURCH1'M

church that is personal, practical
and purposeful.
.

Wcdne~ay Pm) er· &

Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9 :00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9 :30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & W orship 7 :15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7 :30 pm

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

Worship Services

Sunday Service,
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible tudy

226 I 2 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA

St. Paul African Methodist .
Episcopal Church

,

Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10:30 a. m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.: Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

Weekly SeT'l'ices

Strai~ht From The Bible Ministries

Jackson

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 925 18
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordcburch.org

4009 L ocust (at 10th St.)
Riverside. CA 9250 I
(909) 686-0702
w ww.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

(909) 780-4829
Weekly Servfoes

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee

CROSSWORD

(909) 276-8374

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

12:00 noon

"Let the Healing Begin"

CHRISTIAN FEL L OW SH IP CH URCH™

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6:30 - 8 :30 p.m.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

Good News
Community Church

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7 :00 pm
Choir Reh earsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

FIRST SAT.

6 :00 - 8:00 p.m.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Churc h Service
Youth Special Service

6:30 - 8:30 p .m .

Men's M inistry

TUES.

SUNDAY
Bible Study
Worship Service

Women's Ministry

MON.

Weekly Services

Weekly Services

WED.

Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9 :00 a.m .
Sunday Educatio n
L0:00 a.m .
M orning Worship
Ll : LS a.m.

(909) 359-0203

Sunday School ( 1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

11 :00 am

2276 N. Medical Center Dr. , San Bernardino , CA 92411

(909) 864-11 8 l or 73();9325
www.coronacomame.org

Wednesday Bible Study

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.

6:30 pm
7:00pm
7:30 pm

7:45 pm

(1/2 Block South of Onlmio Ave,)

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

9:30 am

7: 00 pm

"Second in Name, t irst in Love"

SundayWorship
B ible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor 's Teaching

7:30 am
9:00 am
10: 15 am
10: 15 am

Wednesday Services

St. Timothy Community Church
1,

Thursday, May 13, 2004

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Elder K.L. Campbell
Pastor/Teacher
Moreno Valley Mission CME
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Church Mimstries
Kansas Ave. SDA Cbun:b
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Toe Living Word Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
New V1Sion Ouistian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
Fust Baptist Cliurch of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

Pastor K.L. Campbell
and PastorShaun

10758 G . Avenue, Suite C
Hespe ria , CA 92345
(760) 948-6568

Sunday School
Sunday Worship Service
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study

9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p-.m.

OUR MISSION STATEME T:
"To e11joy God tt1gethu a11d sha" H,m with
Others "

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
449 I Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
919 1Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA92509
Riverside, CA92509
Riverside, CA92507
Riverside, CA92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(909) 812-3509
(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2ll5
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782
(909) 788-9218

18461 Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92508

(909) 687-7454

8368 B=h Ave.
15854 Carter Stretl
214 N. Pabn Ave. Rm. IOI
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Strtet
277 E. Fifth Street
2A050Theda

Fontana. CA 92336
Fontana, CA92336
Rial10, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-mO

Rev. Larry E. Campbell

Pastor

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. ·
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Paslor F.D. Bullock

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicuu
Robert L Fairley. Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Paslor/Pbortias Laura Bell
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Mark Your Calendar

The Rodeo Is Coming!
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I
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July 17-18, 2004
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Keep reading The Black Voice News for further details. ·
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Warner Bros. Releases Seal IV Deluxe' DVD,,,
'Fhe Black Voice Mem

You."
· Addifiohal _m.usic~l selec-:.
tions found · on both discs:
include "Let Me·· Roll," "Get:
It Together," -''My· _V~ion,":
: "Don't M*e "Me Wait,"; ·
"Touch,", "Where _There's:
Gold," "Loneliest _Start and; '
"Heaven1i::(Good Feeling). 1' .: '
Seal IV , contains eleven· ·
s9pgs "writte~ <;>r50-written by: ·
Seal~including the striking hit'
singl~ ''Waiting for You" and, '
the · new. _·smash ~.:'.Love's:
· Divine." - Peopie _Magazine;- ·
--quick_ly procl_aimed, ·_.. "His: .·
third self-~itled . release finds~
that S~al i~·_still a: u~ique tal-;
ent, siriging about love and:
long1ng with a ric}1ly textured:
.voice that is at once soc:,thing,:
serisual and oh~S9..:ftoulful,''. ;
and Rolling _Storie stated,(
"That gcirgeously ·granula_ted'.
·voice is never less than sub- ,
lime.'1 A portion of proce~ds _from•
Seal IV Tour: tickets sold for
the tour was donated directly · ·
to Childhelp USA, on~ of the
largest ancf old~st national .
non-profits_ dedicated. ·10 ··the:
treatment and :· preve~tion of; ·
child abuse and -neglect. The:
organization's _programs prc:,vide for · the physical, emotional, educational and spiri..:tual needs of ~buse~ and neglected.children.

BURBANK

Warner Bros. Records
recently announced the
release of a special Deluxe
DVD Edition of Seal IV, featuring high-resolution surround-sound mixes, special
packaging and a trifecta of
music videos contained on 2
separate discs.
Released April 20, the
Deluxe DVD release of the
acclaimed album of the same
name features eleven songs
written or co-written by Seal,
which i~clude the hit single
"Waiting For You" and the
new smash "Love's Divine."
Produced by Trevor Horn
(with co-production by Mark
Batson on six tracks), this
DVD experience refines the
extraordinary reunion of one
of the most successful studio
collaborations in recent musical memory with the CD
release of Seal IV September
2003. Together, Seal and
Horn have accounted for
worldwide album sales of
over twelve million units, as
well as such era-defining hits
as "Crazy," "Prayer For The
Dying" and "Kiss From A
Rose," the

1996

Grammy

winner for Record of the Year
and Song of the Year. As a
result of the ·re-teaniing, Seal
IV, has sprinted to 2.5 million
sales worldwide in less than a
year. It's only fitting that this
J
Deluxe DVD showcases these
collaborators in their finest
form, and in the truest sound
available today.
The album, recorded over
the course of 2002, has been .
stereo and 5 .1 surround sound
remixed in_ high-resolution .(DVD-A) especially for this

Seal

package. This special Deluxe Seal IV album in CD form, 2 IV and the following compleEdition PVD includes the full tray packaging, a DVD con- ment of music videos:
taining the 5.1 mix and high- "Love's Divine," "Get It
resolution stereo mix of Seal Together" and "Waiting For

Computer Virus Threats Present New Problems

Sometimes, virus protection
just isn't enough to ward off the
thousands of cyberspace-evildoers .out there.
Those who don't have time to
maintain ·their computers find
themselves the most likely to
suffer from disastrous viruses
such as the SoBig virus and the
new Sasser worm that does not
require you open an e-mail for
your computer to become infected.
But it appears all of the virus
threats looming have another
ally: hackers.
Keeping up to date with technology as it changes is important
., not doing what was the standard 1 or 2 years ago.
With that said, it's evident
from advertisements and newproduct marketing that wifeless
networks (Wi-Fi) are in fullswing. It's not just another technology fad that will wear out in.
an instant. Network intruders
(hackers) are very aware of this
and are using wireless networks
benefits to their malicious

Corey Washingtoo

Within time, as more
Americans (and others) add to
the exponential number of people using Wi-Fi networks at
home, in the office, or on the go,
security defenses will increase.
So, here are a few simple
reminders thatALWAYS work:
l . Don't be lazy, update your
virus protection as much as possible. Even missing one update
can lead to a bigger hassle than
taking a few minutes to finish
the download.
2. Install firewall protection.
Though firewalls are not impenetrable, they are another layer of
defense in protecting your computer.
3. And most important, .back
up your most important informa~
tion to a blank disc, a second
hard drive, or a server on a regular basis· if possible. There's
nothing_ like peace of mind
knowing that in the event that
you are one of the unfortunate
. people to be attacked, your most
valuable information will still be
available.
For more information, visit my
· new, completely re-designed
web site www.coreywashington.com or send an e-mail to
tekreporter@yahoo.com.

advantage.
New research indicates about
90 percent of mobile computing
devices lack some form of protection.
Wi-Fi hot spots leave room for
hackers to jump through security
holes and gain access to sensitive (or private information)
from the most remote locations.
Staying with the times by taking your notebook computer out
for a test drive can cost you big. And unfortunately, there are
literally millions of computer
users at the same risk.
Over ten percent of the nearly300 million U.S. population will
use Wireless networks this year,
a dramatic jump from almost 10
million people last year.
For f eedback, send your eWhile there is no concrete
to
solution to this growing, techno- mails
tekreporter@yahoo.com
or·
log
logical pandemic, giving up is
o
n
t
o
no real answer either.
www.coreywashington.com.

N·e ed - a
Cell Phone?.> :-.
-

-

.

Bad credit can qualify _
With no deposit!
-FREE -PH-ONE
1,000 minutes $39·.99
(909) ·45_4-9556
(909) -756-0571

·- , .

...
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iPrince "Musicology" Tour Continues With Sold Out Concerts
.Po

LOS ANGELES

: Pop icon Prince and the New
' Power Generation's toast-to~oast Musicology concert tour of
North America is proving to be
;'the must-see" concert of sumµier 2004. Ticket demand for
the Musicology tour has been
I
µnprecedented, and concert
Uates continue to be added
nationwide.
Six concert dates
I
~e currently scheduled in the
New York tri-state area, five in
$outhern California, four in
Chicago and three each in
Detroit, Atlanta, Washington
b .C., and the Twin Cities. Two
~hows are scheduled in Las
Yegas, San Jose, Boston,
Philadelphia, Toronto, Seattle,
and Denver. ··
The tour comes on the heels of
Prince's induction into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and his
heart-stopping Grammy opening
· performance with multipleaward-winner Beyonce. The
· highly acclaimed new CD,
"Musicology" was released on
April 20 on Columbia Records
and is now available in stores.
The concert features Prince
performing some of his most
well known hits live for the last
· time and also includes music
from the "Musicology" CD. The
ticket price includes the new CD
and concert attendees will
receive it at the show. A centerstage, in the round production
allows Prince fans unique sight
lines. Ticket information is
available at aeglive.com/prince.
For fan club information go to
Prince's website www.npgmus-

'itr·

si,~ri
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Prince has sold more than 100
million records and is regarded
by fans and critics alike as a
monumental force and influence
in popular culture. During the
'80s, Prince emerged as one of
the most singular talents in the
history of music, releasing a
series of groundbreaking albums
that both defined and captured
the spirit of the times. With each

successive album, 'Prince has
shown remarkable stylistic
growth and musical diversity,
constantly experimenting with
different sounds, topics and genres. Few artists have created a
body of work as rich and varied.
Each show is one long dance
party with Prince supplying the
music! The production lives
within the players themselves ... no gimplicks, no pre-

___

recorded music and no prisoners
taken! Performing with Prince
are New Power Generation band
members
John
Blackwell
(drums), Greg Boyer (trombone), Candy Dulfer (saxophone), Chance Howard (trumpet), Renato Neto (piano and
synthesizers), Maceo Parker
(saxophone), RAD. (vocals and
keyboards), and Rhonda Smith

-

-
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"'
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Rose Garden
.
Oakland Coliseum

~7/30/04
8/()6/04

8/9/04
8/10/04
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C :a.ESCENT

909.682.6070

CITY CREOLE
RESTAURANT

*Wedding~

*Commercials

:Gospel Singi~g

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

. Documentaries, Etc

To Order Ou.r nward winning .BBQ Sttuee,

Video Services

Special rates available only
wltile booking spate lasts!

BBQ Ribs, Chi<:ken or Beef S.•u.1sagt, Pi.ckled
Tmna:oe-~ G10,,,1 Clio-w, Green Beans, or Pickled

(909) 482-0566
[IOIIIClalrl

<)km

909-232-9602

"'"mt
" ' us at: JJnfw,smtttys;
•
·b·bQscom.

www..zenopierremediaworks.com
3527 Main Street • Riverside

Featuring the

(909) 782-8219

BESTBar-8 Que, Creole and
Cajun Food in
the Inland
Empire.

Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days
Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - 8 pm

COME SEE OUR NEW MENU
Appeffzerassorlment
Choice of eight entrees and
dessert

Gram's For ilreakfastl
Make your next breakfast meeting
special and wor,y free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile!

• Grits • Salmon Croquets • Fresh
Biscuits • Bacon • Eggs

Mobile Catering

• Jambalaya • Seafood Shltmp
Creole • Shrimp EIHffe • Gumbo
• Lunt:hes • Buffets • Weddrn9s •
Birthdays • Dinners • Plcnh:s •
w/Rlce • Red Snapper• Catfish •
Ann/rersarltls • RIii/don$ • Business Pork Riis • Beef Ribs • Hot Unks •
Meeting$ • Chun:h Funcllons
Chltterllngs • All the Side Orders You
can l,naglne • Dellclaus Desssts

Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmosphere
Oxtails dinner (call day in advance) 3 - Closing Wednesdays
Smoked ham and deep fried turkeys Holidays & everyday

As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make
We can supply a your group welcome!
banquet for 505000 guests for
any occasion.

.,

1o/1I21b4

:Madi_~OQ; Squai;e Gw:den .New Y&rk,City~;
;Madi~on Squ " "·· '!: · Ne,w York City .
'.,Madison Sq

.,,

( 6/21/04 '
6124/04 . .
6/25/04
6/26/04
6/28/04

f~ace of Auburn Hills ' ,Deti-oit, MI
~arc~·:Aln()hitheater . ..~~wa.ukee,
1']lstate,Arena ,r ,
Gbic~go,·IL
~lsta~ Arena .,

•.

6118/0

MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

Call for bookings and menu selection

,l
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Eyes & Ears of. Moreno Valley
1

_.t_tb• N

By Juanita ~arnes

-c.

PURCHASE OR REFINANCE

Y..,. lfli

WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR!

With Healthy Beginning:
Be a Lead Safe Family

I know that you ladies had an
awesome Mother's Day and even
some fathers who are raising their
children. Thanks /for such a
beautiful day.
Hello Moreno Valley,
I j ust want to share with you
what a privilege it is to come to
you every week in my own unique
way. The Black Chamber of
Moreno Valley is going great and
great people are ready to serve the
community.
I am so excited about two
things. On May 30th our fast at
Cathedral of Praise from Calvary
to Pentecost for 50 days begins.
There is prayer daily from 6:00
p.m to 7:00 p.m . seven days a
week and reading the book. "The
Purpose Driven Life" or some kind
of devotional reading during the
fast. T here will be one service that
Sunday 9:00 a.m. and at 3:30 in the
Wood crest
area
of
R iverside.
Mt. Moriah
Baptist
C h urc h
under the
leadership
of
Rev.
Wi l lie Rev. James and Sis.
Chambers,
Louise Hardy
Jr. will be hosting their first annual
Family And Friends Day. Present
that day will be the founders Rev.
James and Sis. Louise Hardy from
Woodville, Mississippi. Plus they
are my first mentors in the ministry. They will be honored that
day. They are the proud parents of
Carmen Roberts, Greg Hardy,
Adrian Hardy and Kennan Hardy.
Rev. Hardy is the Senor Pastor
at New Life Community Baptist
Church in Woodville. He is still
having prayer every Monday and

"

MAY
May 19, 20 &21, 7:30 p.m. nightly Grace Bethel Missionary
Baptist Church, 16J 50 Cypress
Ave., Riverside will host a revival.
The theme is "Humble Yourself &
Pray" . The expository teacher will
be Rev. Floyd Lofton, Assistant
Pastor, New Hope MBC, San
Bernardino with the guest speak.er
Pastor Christopher Jackson, Pastor
of Sharon Missionary Baptist
Church, Alexander, 'Arkansas.

,.

Wednesday and Bible Study on
Wednesday.
Family and Friends Day is May
30, beginning at 3:30 p.m. The
theme is Family and Friends
Praying and Staying Together
taken from Joshua 24: 15.
The guest speaker is Pastor C.
Green of l st·,Baptist Church of
Glen Valley. Also, Pastor E. Jones
of Christ Deliverance Missionary
Baptist, Lynwood.
Please join us at 18991
M ariposa and Wood Rd. (909)
780-2241. I j ust know you will be
blessed.
·
We, the woman of Cathedral of
Praise were given the awesome
pleasure this Mother's Day to
serve in both services. As speakers, pastors, and ministers, we as
women, give God the glory. So let
us look forward to serving and not
always looking to be erved. A
busy hand is not a bad hand it is a
good hand.
Next week, I will come to you
after sitting down with the exchamp Mr. Ken Norton, a very
gentle man in spirit at the grand
opening of Century 2 1 Empire and
Home.
Be Blessed
J.B.
Email address:
movaf @aol.com

eyesnearsof-

SERVICES

Women 4 Success, a support group
for success-minded women business owners, is having an Open
House at the Ontario Mills.
Motivational speak.er Ann Ronan,
Ph.D. will discuss "Sure-Fire
Marketing Strategies to Explode
Your Business. For information
and reservations: call (909) 717111 3
or
online
at
http://www.women4success.com

Parents of children ages 0-5 can
receive free parenting information
on topics including discipline,
nutrition, early reading and more.
Provided by First 5 California, the
free brochures -- and free puppets
-- are available at · Friendship
Community Youth Center, 25421
Spring St., in Perris, CA. For more
information call (909) 443-4404.

University will host a dinner honoring Barry C. Black, Chaplain,
U.S. Senate and Shoshana N.
Johnson, F9rmer POW, Operation
Iraqi Freedom at the Victoria Club
~n Riverside. For more informaion contact Ralph Martinez at
909) 785-2444.
►

une 13, 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm, St.
aul AME Church of San
ernardino, will host their Sixth
nnual
Charles
Brooks
cholarship Banquet, honoring the
igh· School Graduates of 2004.
e program includes dinner and
pn_awards ceremony. The program
will be held at at the National
Orange Show Events Center, ,689
South E, Street, San Bernardino.
For more information call (909)
887-1718.

..cA.$tl OUT !Qt."ITY IN YOUI. II OUS~
~QulCK Pt.ft QUAUPICATION AND APPl.dVAT.

- D r.OTCON>OUDATION/ lOT"' 2ND

M(CHBLE & M.lLTON JACKSON

r.o.',

,BllOKliR/O WNl!RS
·t.., H:l....:lk M.J.. You, Red J._,.

~~;.~::.?.: .~~:. -~

Did you know t!,at Cou111y of Riverside
made 235 /tomes safe f rom lead based paint !,aw rds in 2002?
Did you know t!,at t!,e Department of Pubic Healtl,
wants to make anotl,er 189 l,omes safe from lead Hazard by 2005?

'V,,...., :Jull S<Wi=:Tla.l Col..u «: ,tt,,-tlil"9<' e~ -·

ucma:m,ooco.,

To see if you qualify, please call
(909) 358-5050;
Spanish (909) 358-7229;
or (800) 655-1812

JOI. OOW>l PAYMDl':'"01.

0.01:INGCOST

CIJJ. TODA'f

Program made possible througl, a grant from the
U.S. Departme11t ofHousing and Urban Development

l&l's Armstrong Transmissions

INP(U

SHANII.TON 4< NICHBLE (NINA) JACKSON
LOAN EXECUTIVES

r

- - ---H&L-Auto
- -Repair
-,- - -- Free Brake Inspection
Oil Change Special $13.95
$29.9.5 Premium Oil change

"H&L has my car running likethe energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going and
going 400,000 miles later I"
-

'°'

(A $49.95 ralue)

Marion Black.Vernon Company, Rlalto, CA

Tell them you saw it in 1.
The Black Voice
r

H&J:s Armstrong Transmission

Free Diagnosis ($65.00 Value)
Transmission Service Special: Inc,,.,
pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of ATF
(filter extra) (an $80.00 ra/ue}

Two Great Locations
l&l'l lnllStrOII Transmllllans
1151 . . . . . . . . .
llllrlllll.Cl12514

l&l lllll lllD1lr '
'

909-681-2821

115111111llll
........ Cl92511

909-684-0605

Axles most cars starting a\$75.95
1
Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.00 t
1

I
IL

w/ 24,000 mlle warranty ,
36,000 warranty (ask for detalls)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__

All promouont Me jU/J/«1 I O ~ M-,ti,,- Mid 'rt you do nol hi1+11 WU/JOO P,@'i«fll

more information call (909) 3867600.

June 9, 8:30 a.m. to 11 :30 am,

June 12, 7:00 p.m. , La Sierra

-Goon CllDJT/BAD CUDJT/O!All.ENGED CJ.EDIT

•.,.B WLU ALSO UST YOUA HOUSE dt S&L IT Flt.Sr'

Free crisis outreach and resource
referrals to those affected by recent
fires, floods and mudslides.
Redlands-Yucaipa
Guidance
Clinic Association, Inc. is providing support services and resource
assistance for those affected in San
Bernardino County. Outreach staff
will come directly to you to speak
with you about your existing
needs. Please call (909) 425-9316
ext. 4117 to set up an appointment
or get more information.

JUNE

-PHA/VA/CoNVE>mON.U loANS

By joining the:
County of Riverside
Department of Public Health
Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Program

Grandma,
am I up

to date?
Are your grandkids
safe from preventable
childhood diseases?
It's easy to make sure.
Ask Mom to:

1

Find your little one's
shot record and show
it to your doctor or
health care provider.

Family Services Association of
Western Riverside County will
provide reduced or no cost childcare services in the Moreno Valley
and surrounding areas. To receive
an enrollment packet, please contact (909) 779-9784 or (909) 7863623.

2

Take your little ·
ones to get all their
shots on time.

3

FREE Poetry Contest!
·win
$10,000.00.
Enter
the
International
Open Amateur
Poetry Contest for your chance to
win the , Grand Prize of
$ 10,000.00. For more details visit
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b/go.
php3?45.

Stay on schedulea little shot can
make a big
difference!

For more information,
contact your local
Immunization Program.
Make sure your grandkids
are up to date.

REUNIONS

Cajon High School 70 's Cruise.
All graduating classes in the
1970's from Cajon High School
are invited to join them on a cruise
June 26, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., beginning October 17, 2003. For
the Whitney Young Family Health more
information
contact
Center wiH conduct its 4th annual , Charlene at (909) 9 13-0831 or
"Fun-in-the-Sun" Health Fair at Esther at Riverside Travel (909)
1755 Maple, San Bernardino. For 684-1838.

~
~
Riverside County

Community
H ea lth
Agency

California Coalition for Childhood lmmunilation
909 12th Street , Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814

OMMUNITY
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San Bernardino Students Compete at 1st Annual Cadet Corps Competition

Photo by Cpl. Jon Gaede
Arrowview Middle School, commanded by Cpt. Dave Hernandez, celebrates
their victory in the tug of war competition.

Photo by Cpl. Jon Gaede
1-r: Jim Dilday (Principal - Curtis Middle School) and Brigade Commander Major
Jornal Miller support the cadets during the compet[tion.
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cpt Jon D. Gaede
BVN Staff
The California Cadet Corps of the
San Bernardino City School District
held their first annual athletic and drill
competitions. Some 2,000 cadets fill
the ranks at several district schools.
Among the core values shared by
each cadet are self discipline, integrity,
moral courage, initiative and team
work.
The cadets were assembled by
school, on the football field at San

Gorgonio High School. Initial remarks
and instructions were given by the
Brigade Commander, Major Joma!
Miller. The events included: "pass in
review", '.'running", "basketball", "volleyball" and "tug of war" .
The participating schools included:
Arrowview Middle School, Curtis
Middle School, Serrano Middle School,
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School,
San Andreas High School (LSA), T.he
Pal Center and American Christian
Academy of Excellence.
The competition, which began in the
afternoon _ sun, carried on into the
evening hours. The cadets played with
great intensity as they cheere.d each

other on. Due to the variety of sports, · Academy of Excellence, commanded
each cadet participant competed in their by Captain Desere Stone.
area of strength. The dueling school
The trophies: which stand some
chants could be
heard over the
evening slcy ;is e;ich
&
school felt they had
a chance to win.
'i' Pre/Need, At/Need
At the end of the
evening, the cadets
'i' Pro/esslo-l
assembled by batCourteau, Set'lliee
talion to compete in
the
culminating
'i' Ed1«11tlo-l
event, the tug-oSemi-rs
war. Captain Dave
Hern andez
'i' Full Service
(Arrowview Middle
Flldllty (Funn-11I,
School) attached
Cretfllltion,
the blue bandana to
Cffll«n'YSemees)
the middle of the
rope and each
Memorial Counselor
school pulled· with
FD 1526
570 East Highland Ave.
their greatest effort.
San Bernardino, CA
Ultimately, there
could only be two
(909)
overall
winners.
The middle school
trophy
was
awarded to the
Law Office of
outstanding
Cecilia
Onunkwo
cadets of Curtis
Middle School,
Family Law• Personal Injury
commanded by
Med,cal Malpractice
Captain Charles
Divorce • Child Custody• DA Actions
Martin,
(Jim
Child Support • Auto Accidents
Dilday
, Slip_& Fa ll • Dog Bites
Principal). The
Divorce by Agreement
high school tro(No Court Appearances)
phy wa awarded
FREE Initial Consultation
to the cadets of
The American
Christian
3400 Inland Empi re Blvd., SuitE: #101, Ontario

I.

909-476-3585

•.

ii.
8
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Photo by Cpl. Jon Gaede'

San Gorgonlo High School - Mr. Narciso Cardona (Asslstanfl J
Superintendent, Student Services) and Cpt. Joseph Alo',
review the scoring criteria during the composition.

"NO $$ DOWN" -WITH- "VERY LOW COST"
FIRST TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!!!
Refinance
HOME IMPROVEMENT/DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS

MT. VIEW
MORTUARY CEMETERY

551-7847

Photo by Cpt. Jon Gaede
Cadets from Martin Luther King Middle School (commanded by Cpt. Ed Falcon)
exert all they have in the tug of war.

seven feet tall are
gerpetual
and
must be defended
to be retained, by
military
tradition. The first
place school trophies have been
permanently
named
the
"Narciso Cardona
Award
of
Excellence. "
Congratulations
to the winning
schools, the vol-
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GOOD CREDIT

Visit

BAD CREDIT

ROBERT NELSqN
Cell (909) 260-9826
)".' ;
Phone (888) 695-5626
t{ ' ,,
www.amsloancenter.com

TURN YOUR CUR·
RENT EQUITY INTO
~·J AN INVESTMENT.. .
·· ASK US HOW???

• ;

The

Black

'. I

Voice
I•

News

I s your property
giving you
a headache?
Are you ready
to make a move!
Call US!
888-365-5934
We b14y and sell
real estate with
fast closings.
We manage properties.

on line

I ;
• I
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-------·

.IEREMY PROPERT}'
SERVICES
-
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The only way to change the past is to

Change The Future
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Everyone knows that when kids go to preschool, they grow up with more self-confidence,
do better in school, and are even more likely to get a good job.
But children are n't the only-ones who benefit from preschool. Because studies have
shown that kids who go to preschool are less likely to drop out of school and get into trouble

Riverside Cot1nty
Sl1eritr·s D epartme11t

with the law. They're a lso less likely to fall behind in class and need special education or other
help. And that's why every dollar spent on preschool now saves us all up to seven dollars on

IJob l)oyle, SherifT-Coroner

costs down the road, like crime, special education, and even welfare ..

So you see, kids are n't the only ones who benefit from preschool: We all do.
For more information, call 1-8oo-KIDS-025.

REAov' Foa ·CHANGE
· Cati the RSO job line: 1888-JOIN RSD or
Visit our website at: www.RiversideSheriff..com .
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A~I Announces Dramatic Blac~ News~a~er Rea~ers~i~ Stu~~
The Black Voice News

NEW YORK-, NY

•A dramatic profile of
a consumer group that
f11PSt marketers have
traditionally
· overlooked or ignored was
r~leased today by
Amalgamated
Publishers, Inc. The
API Black Newspaper
R~adership
Study
clearly and unequivocally su bstantiat6s that
readers of Black newsptpers are prime cons4mers who demand
the best and spend
freely to get what they
~f. Designed and
I
executed by CNW
I
•
Marketmg Research,
Irie.,
this study
is the
I
•
· , largest and most comprehensive examination ever undertaken of
readers of Black newspapers: Lengthy interviews were completed
with 121,692 randomly
selected, pre-qual,ified
respondents across the
country.
The study encompassed not only the
collection of detailed
demographic and psychographic data but
also an in-depth examination of the effect
' that Black newspapers
have on their readers'
product perceptions
and purchase patterns.
A broad range of specific product categories
were covered as well
as selected individual
companies within each
product category.
A key element of the
study was to chart the
Purchas.e. Path of the
Black newspaper reader and compare it to the
Purchase Paths of
Hispanic consumers,
Caucasian consumers
and total consumers.
The Purchase Path is.,
~ exclusive, groundbreaking research technique developed by
CNW
Marketing
Research, Inc. seven
years ago for Time
Warner, Inc. This technique tracks the influerlce that various forms
of media have on a
cqnsumer from the
tiipe a decision to purcli~se is made to the
tiipe of its actual purc~ase. A seven-year
hi~tory has shown that
thf:1 same general pattetn holds true whether
thp item i1, a car, a
kitchen appliance, a
pair of shoes or a new
hquse.
: ''The results of this
study will now document beyond question

'I

GRAND
OPENING
Timmathr
Clothing Co.

the value of the Blade anyone else in the busiconsumer and the best . ness. Now we have
vehicle to reach them irrefutable evidence of
that we have been try- what our papers can do
ing to tell advertisers for an advertiser," she
for so long", said said.
D'orothy
Leavell,
"I have been in the
Chairman of API. "We research
business
are the only company many years and there is
that has focused exclu- very little that really
sively on effectively surprises me" said Act
reaching and motivat- • Spinella, President of
ing
·the
African CNW, "but I was truly
American consumer amazed at some of the
through Black newspa- findings to come out of
pers.
this study. Readers of
"For over 40 years Black newspapers repwe have represented resent 73 percent of the
Black
newspapers total $645 billion
across the country. We African American conknow these papers and sumer buying power
the African American yet 87 .6 percent of regconsumer better than ular Black newspaper

readers do not regularly read general market
daily newspapers. This
means that an advertiser who thinks he is
reaching this consumer
through the daily paper
is wrong."
"When you look at
these findings," · he
continued "you see a
market with average
income of $64,615;

average net worth of
$391,290; average age
42 years old; 85.2%
home ownership; 83%
having at least some
college; 69% being a
manager, professional
or owning a business;
and spending 71.7% of
disposable income on
enhancements
and
embellishments (i.e.
non-essentials). ~his is

Plumbing • ElcctricaJ
C.irpenlry • Drywall
u,,Jlu,nlMmU..ir-...:i._,"c-lQlm,;

check, total dollars
spent 1n 2003 and
expected to be spent in
2004 for key fast food
and family style restau- •
rants. The ability to
compile data by category for readers of
Black newspaper is
virtually limitless,.

Ron's Lawn Service

Ex...,.._

$29,00. $499,00

Mr. Joe

909/872-2354'

909/377-398&

free estimates

U.L.C. Promotion

ii..1!\~

Behind in Your

~/;.~

Mortgage?

· •
•
•

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

Realtor/Loan Officer
Nadine Green·
Refinance Today
"Your Foreclosure
Sell at Market Value Tomorrow
Prevention Queen"
Investors for Short Sale Now
Referral Fees
Call now free Video & Home Buyers Guide
Ask About Our New
confidential consultation

Talking House
Broadcast

Office (800) 429-4443 x \ 25
Me...ge: (909) 323-5634

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

(909) 681-8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin@zxmail.com

Toyin Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Ter~ace, CA 92313

Charles A. Christian
REALTOR®
•
4038, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance

Billy Mitchell,

Executive

wrc,
~

Email your quote request/
Fax: 909-765-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.COOl

(909) 341-8930

Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.
Diplomat, American Boar~ of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Office Hours
By Appointment

909.623.1517

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Lets take your skin care
to the next level/

License No. Z40248

1

V

..............

Horace
...__. Mann

909-785-1351

FAX (909) 341-8932

~

,

Cfioco(ate .Creations

Each Office is lndepende,11/y Owned tmd Opuated

3978 Brockton Ave.
~verside, CA 92501

Dwight D. Pledger
REALTOR® GRJ

Mike Teer

E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com

Broker/Notary

Real Es1ate Professional

Public

Prudential

Office: (909) 784-1342

Fax:

(909) 784-6712

California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959

E-mail: tecrl@sbcglobal.net

Holidays
Grand Openings
Graduations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Binh Announcements

Weddings
Bridal or Baby Showers
231 E. Alessandro Blvd. /IA- I07
Riverside, CA 92508
I (888) 344- 82 11
www.ChocolateForKe,ps.com

Cfieru.6s
-NCfiocorates

Styfist

" You Ca11 Trust Me To Work Hard Por You!"
An indepede.~~11 qwned und qpcrated member o f The Pnidential Reu~ Esta15-_

I

tj;ersonalized Candy Bars for All Occasions

' 'Renee

7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c2 1Executive.net
Web S\te c2 I executi ve.net

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Website: mikeLeer.com

:Myers

Affiliates, Inc.

b',r.., -

,I
--

-

to- ti.at

i.-.m _,., j.., ~ ti.fa.!
¥ Custom Hair Extensions
¥ CustOI'(! Weave
¥ Style Cuts

TARBELL REALTORS

¥Mens Cuts
~ Relaxers

3744 Sunnyside Dr
R/v.,tldtl, CA 92506
Phortrt (909)781-1212
Cell. (909) 259-6595
Tlwn·Slll9,,5

l/, Press

Thinking of Selling or Buying a Home
Get Phil on the Phone.

and Curts

l/Texturizer
¥And more...

To order call:

909-820-9 70 7

National Institute Legal Center
23631 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
, ..;; Msg phone: 909-243-1604
DECOUD
Cell phone: 909-259-8984

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris ancJ (All The Inland Empire)
Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
• Divorce
• Child CustodyNisitation
• Child Support
• Legal Separations
• Evictions
• Adoptions
• Living Trusts
•Wills
• QRDRO's
• Incorporations
• Name Change
• Bankruptcy
•And More

$175-275
$200-300
$200-300
$175-275
$150-200
$250-300
$300
$200
$300
$300
$200-300
$195

Simple Adult Cremation
$400
Funeral Service w/ Viewing $1500

CALL TODAY
Certified - Bonded
State Registered

Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPl~E
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

Oscar Snow, LDA Director

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

Includes Free Vision, Prescription and Chiropractic Benefits

First month special

Richard
Nevins

(909) 686-5193

LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE
¥Divorce/Annulment
¥ Paternity I Visas
¥ Green Cards

DAVID AKINTIMOYE
Attorney At Law

5900 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
Phone: 909-310-0849

Free Consultation!

883-5288

Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or
Foreclosure nme is of the Essence Call Now!
LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE
NEEDS.

Tillman Riverside Mortuar

[653-4240]

DENTAL PLAN

413610th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(909)

824 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

PHIL
Realtor

Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD F. NEVINS

50% off

Discount effective
5/ 1/04 thru 6/ 1/04

Mr. Handyman

•

¥ Custody I Support

Daily Hours:
10 AM - 7 PM
Closed
Tuesdays

Caucasians versus the
overall market in every
major city. We can
index services and
product usage in over
30 categories by ethnicity for both volume
and price. We can
identify number of visits made, average

lmplre Inc.

•
•

Wear

14920 Perris
Blvd. #15
Moreno Valley,
CA 92551

truly a niche market of said. "We can sort this
prime consumers that data in an infinite numhas been overlooked, . ber of ways to give
undervalued and, for information
never
the most part generally before available, For
ignored by most major example we can deteradvertisers."
mrne the mohgage
"This study has col- default rate for African
versus
lected over one million Americans
bits of data" Spinella Hispanics
versus

30 Years

• No limits on Visits, Services or age
• Change Dentists Whenever You like
• Pre-Existing Conditions Covered
• Orthodonucs (Braces) Included
• Cosmetic Dentistry Included
• All Specialists Included
• No Deductible
• ~~o Claims Forms
' No Walling Period

DENTAL PLAN
$11.95 a month individual
$19.95 a month family
Murphy Witherspoon
310-871-9402
Debbie Castle
909-88 7-0027
-

Fashion Design for
Club Wear and Night

Thursday, May 13, 2004
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Naturally Yours Boutique

ByOlufeml
Specializing

Sisterlocks"M/BrotherlocksTM
•
•

Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance

•

Childran Welcome

(909) 825-9012
e-mail: olufami@adelphia.net
www naturallyyoursboutlque.com

Open: Mon.·Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

A. Leon Tillman
President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

- --

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms .
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal
needs might be. Our goal is to get you
the best service possible.

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE

(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer you to
a mortgage banker that will get you a loan.
Refinancing or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-

Over 20 rears Experience

7047

License #FD757

.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

t

L£GIL S/ CLISS IFl£ DS
Thursday, May 13, 2004 ., ~

The Black Voice News
JOB CONNECTI ON
I

Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No
exp. req'd. Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing info. call (630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm
7 days.

Wonderful ground floor opportunity for women.
Looking for consultants for direct sales of unique
African American products - home decor, paper
goods, heritage, etc. New company just expanding to California. Earning potential is great. You
could be the first in your area! For more information call 909.982.7533.

of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04564
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

Medical

Internal/Workers Comp/Front Office. Self motviated. Minimum 5 years experience. Must type.
History taking. full time with benefits. Fax
resume to (909) 883-4324.
Tools Sales Reps

(909) 549-9344
$250-$500 per week. Start Today
HOMES FOR

SALE

Hotlist

NO MONEY DOWN-

reveals 1O best buys
• in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068 ID# 1040.

Free list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1•
877-680-8068
1D#1043.

Best

Buy

First Time Buyers
Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1, 100/mnth.

1-877-680-8068 10#1051

List Your Home
For Sale

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls

FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

Problem Loan Specialty
Foreclosures.Refinances
Cash Outs, New Purchases
Home Quest Financial
Rose Watson
(909} 486-0210 (909) 242-4634
LEGALS
I

You can Pay for Your Fictitious
Business Name Statement online!

529.00

• .,b

to publish for four consecutive
weeks
ss.OO
for
'
e
ach
additional name
f'
,

WWW.BLACKVOICENEWS.COM
J

BARBER WANTED

Train 886.3313
Ask for Jack Edison
The liling of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/01/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
·
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires

five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Cieri<.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03957
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
QUALITY MOBILE SOUND
10180 HoleAvenue#400
Riverside, CA 92503
Samir George Marroush
3492 Harrison St.
Riverside, CA 92903
This business Is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as !rue, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Samir Marroush
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatement flied with the
County of Riverside on
4/ 19/04.
II her.eby certffy that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state

'I

'

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SOLID HIP HOP PRODUCTIONS
40119 Murrieta Hot Springs
Rd. Suite 8-103
Murrieta, CA 92563
P.O. Box 270
San Clemente, CA 92674

' '

,

Jenee Rubinstein (NMN)
1100 #C De la Garza
San Clemente, CA 92672

,'

This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet<t>egun
to transact business under
; , the fictrtious name(s) listed
above, ..

I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. information which he or · she
kncws to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Jenee Rubinstein
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize
ttie use in this state of a fictitious business name in viola-

tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stateme nt filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/06104.
I hereby cer;tify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires

five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal ,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04169
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5113
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TEAM ONE REALTY
5055 Canyon Crest Dr.
Riversi9e, CA 92507
Carla Sachelle Luke-Byers
19652 Capital Peak Ln'.
Rerside, CA 92508

,.,

Ste ven Lyle Taylor
13880 Juniper St. #0
Hesperia, CA 92345_
This business is conducted
by
Individual -- Husband & Wife.

Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitiou business name(s)
listed above on 03/18/04.
I declare that all the informa•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st,Carla Luke-Byers
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
,&p code)
S tat ement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/16/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires

five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
·Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself

authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04685
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
5 BUCK PIZZA
SCOTT & ED'S E NTER·
PRISES (SEE)
13974 Windrose Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
Dennis Scott Orton
13974 Windsor Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
Edward Ray Marshall
13974 Windsor Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
'
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime,)
st.D. Scott Orton I Ed
Marshall

of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under. federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq .,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04762
p. 4/22. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s)' is
(are) doing business as:
ABC CREATIONS
11657 65th St.
Mira Loma, CA 91752
Cruz Antongiorgi (NMN)
11657 65th St.
Mira Loma. CA 91752
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A· registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Cruz Antongiorgi
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in viola-

tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement f iled ,with the
County of Riverside on
4/13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original' statement on file fh my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
thi s statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04420
p, 4122. 4129. 516. 5113

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREEN IT UP LANDSCAPE
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
P.O. Box 9435
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Gerson Estrada (NMN)
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infermatron which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Gerson Estrada
The filing of this statement
does not of ~self authorize
1he'\Jse In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/ 13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
•
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was flied in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing ol
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq .•
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04468
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
JONVANESS DAY SPA &
SALON
25920 Iris Ave. Suite 10-A
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Teresa Maria Alvarez
15585 Granada Or.
Morenc Valley, CA 92551
Margarita Camargo (NMN)
25571 San Lupe Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
tb transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.

I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Teresa Alvarez
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti-

To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent creditors, and persons who may
otherwise be interested in the
will or estate, or both, of
Trifun
Paunovich: Ted
Paunovich. A Petition For
Probate has been filed by
Virginia Palmer Paunovich In
the Superior Court of
California,
County
of
Riverside, CA 92501. The
Petition For Probate requests
that
Virginia
Palmer
Paunovich be appointed as
personal representative to
administer the estate of the
decedent.
The Petition
requests the decedent's wil
and codicils, if any, be adm~ted to probate. The will and
any codicils are available for
examination in the file kept by
the court.
The Petition
requests authorrty to administer the estate under the
lndepdendent Administration
of Estates Act. (This authori•
ty will allow the personal representati ve to take many
actions without obtaining
court approval. Before taking
certain
very
important
actions, however, the personal representative will be
required to give notice to
interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.) The independent
administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person files an objection to the petition and shows
good cause why the court
should not grant the authority. A Hearing on the petition
will be held on March 9,
2004, 8:45 a.m. Dept. 10. If
you object to the granting of
the petition, you should
appear at the hearing and
state your objections or file
written objections with the
court before thre hearing.
Your appearance may be In
person or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor
of
the
deceased, you must file your
claim with the co'urt and a
mail a copy to the personal
representative appointed by
the court within four months
from the date of first issuance
of letters as provided In
Probate Code section 9100.
The time for filing claims wlH
not expire belore four months
from the hearing date noticed
above. You may examine the
file kept by the court. If you

are a person interested in the
estate, you may file with ~~
court a flequest for ~,al
Notice of the filing of lH
inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Specill! Notice
form is available from the
court clerk. Attorney for petitioner.
Christopher
Ferrante , 1959 Palomar
Oaks Way, Suite 16\l,
Carlsbad. Calfomia 92009.
p, 4/22, 4/29, 516, 5/13

t

tious business name in viola•

lion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement file d with the
County of Riverside on
4/13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires

five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04456
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5113

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FASHION PRECIOSA
5700 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503
Kooki Clothing, Inc.
5700 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503
CALIFORINA
This business is conducted
by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above or 1/28/04 .
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a prime.)
s/.Jong
Moon
Nawn,
President
LLC/AI# 2307829
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize
the use In this state of a fictl•
tious business name in viola-

tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County o f Rivers ide on
4114/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOT ICE: This fictttious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the dafe it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. '
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in.this state

Patricia Barreto Estrada
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NUMBER 085615

of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
MEICHELBOCK ENTER·
PRISES LOGISTICS
12435 Beardsley Road
Corona. CA 92883
David Malcom Meichelbock
12435 Beardsley Road
Corona, CA 92883
This business is conducted,
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 3/01/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.David M. Meichelbock
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Rivers ide' o n
4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in 'llY
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not ltsen
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Busine ss
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
stat e or common law (See
Section 14411 . Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
GA RY L. ORSO, Coynty
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-01150
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5120

r

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
IDLE COURIER
12149 Indiana Spc. 15
Riverside, CA 92503
Gary Wayne Idle
12149 Indiana Spc. 15
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Reg1strant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 3101104.
I declare that all the info rmation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infer·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)

st.Gary w. Idle
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in viola·

tion of the rights of another
under federal, state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii
was filed in the Office -of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Buslness Name
Statement must be fi led
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
'Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004·01151
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 51"20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GOT FINS INTERNATION·
AL
32046 Poppy Way
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
Justin Ou (NMN)
32046 Poppy Way
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
This business is conducted
by
Individual. ·
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 4/08/04.
I declare that all the information In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Justin Du
The filing of this statement
does not of rtself authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/15104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business name statement e>cpires
five years from the date it
was filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
ot a Fictitious · Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et· Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04585
p. 4/29, 516, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MAGNOLIA REHABILITATION ANO NURSING CEN·
TER
8133 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
Californian
Magnolia
Convalescent Hospital, Inc.
8133 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
CA - 165085
This business is conducted
by
Corporation
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 411 3/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s / .Californ i an - Magnol ia
Convalescent Hospital, Inc.
Ad min/President
LLC/AI# 165085
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal , state, or com-

mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
St at ement f iled with the
· County of Riverside on
4/13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on Ifie in my
office.

NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04465
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DEAUVILLE ENTERPRISES
3205 Avenida Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264
Nancy Elena Charney
3205 Avenlda Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264
Patricia Joan Savastano
3205 Avenida Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264
This business is conducted
by
Co-Partners_
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the

fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1/1 /04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Nancy Elena Charney
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in th is state of a fictitious business name in viola·
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
S tat ement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/15/04.
·1 hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orlginal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does net itsett
authorize the use In this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04586
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13. 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
CREATIVE INTERNET SERVICES
34577 Shallot Or.
Winchester, CA 92596
Parminderjit Singh (NMN)
34577 Shallot Dr.
Winchester, CA 92596
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 3/27/04 .
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. infer•
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Parminderjit Singh
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of ancther
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Rive rs ide on
4109/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not rtself
authorize the use in this state
of a. Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04339
p. 4129, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ENTRANCE FINANCIAL
SERVICES
2 9377 Rancho California
Road, Ste. 102
Temecula, CA 92591
Susan Hetrick (NMN)
31430 Cala Carrasco
Temecula. CA 92592
Timothy Lee Hetrick
31430 Cala Carrasco
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Susan Hetrick
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with fhe
County of Riverside on
4/21/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business t'lame
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itsett
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Profe ssions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04829
p, 4129, 5/6. 5/13. 5120

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
OH PEN'S COMPANY
22895 Temet St.
Wildomar, CA 92595
Paul Arthur Albert
22895 Temet St.
Wildomar, CA 92595
T his business is conducted
by

Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious ~ame(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is tnle
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
st. Paul Albert
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Rivers ide on
4/23/04.
I hereby.certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement m,ust be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not rtself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO . County
Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-04992
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/1 3, 5120

The following person(s) is
(are) doing busln!!ss as:
BURTON SERVICES
5225 Canyon Crest Or. Suite
71-123
Riverside, CA 92507
Maria DiMercurio (NMN)
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. Apt.
71 -123
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 8/2003.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Marla 0 1Mercurio
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictllious business name in violation ol the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County o f Rivers ide on
4/18/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy ol the orlglnill statement on fi le in mY
office.

NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
• this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a · Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04675
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
RAMSEY UNLIMITED LLC
8093 Wendouer Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Ramsey Unlimlted, LLC
8093 Wendouer
Riverside, CA 92509
CALIFORNIA 200409610182
This business is conducted
by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) 'listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. infer·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/. Lon dell
Ramsey,
Managing Member
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of ancther
under federal, state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatement fi led w ith the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date i1
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use In this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under fede ral,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04534
p. 4129, 5/6, 5/1 3, 5/20

T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREAT WESTER N NEVA•
OA,INC.
13698 Kristina Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Great Western Nevada Inc.
NEVADA C3473-1999
This business is conducted

by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. infor·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.Mark Q. Stargell, President
LLC/AI# C3473-1999
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi led w ith the
County of Riverside on
4/22104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on fi le in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).

GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04941
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5120

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ZAPPEDI
t 3010 Broken Bit Circle
Corona, CA 92883
Kart Leslie Hendricks
13010 Broken Bit Circle
Corona, CA 92883
Saray Patrice Hendricks
1301 O Broken Bit Circle
Corona. CA 92883
This business Is conducted
by
I
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Saray Hendricks
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b
&p code)
,
Stat~m~;nt fiLe1~ 1-~ith th e
County of 'R iverside on
4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq .,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04504
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
OU GAME
101 78 Indiana Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
8805 Morninglight Cir.
Riverside, CA 92508
DU Incorporated, Inc.I
8805 Morninglight Circle
Riverside, CA 92508
NEVADA C4B482004
This business is conducted
by .
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
st.David Doty, President
LLC/AI# C48482004
The fil ing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Rive rs ide on
4/06/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NO"(ICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It
was filed in the Office of th e
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name •
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
thi s statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section t 4411 , Et Seq .,
Business and Professions
Code).
GAR-Y L. ORSO. County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04185
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREAT CUTS HAIR CARE
555 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 92879

Gabriel Magdici (NMNO
6570 Camino Vista Unit 4
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
Elena Magdici (NMN)
6570 Camino Vista Unit 4
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
This business is condu~ted'

by

l : ~..,

Individual - Husband & WI(~.• ';
Registrant has not yet begun, ,
to transact bus1nes!i under
the fictitious name(s) list.?,d .fabove.

~

,

I declare that all the informa: ,
tion in this statement is truev
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. infer- ,;
mation which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty
a crime.)
• ..- .
1
st.Gabriel Magdici
1 ~
The filing of this statemenr
does not ot rtsett authorize''
the use in this state of a f,cti:" ,
tious business name in viola.'." JJ
tion of the rights of another
I
under federal, state, or common law (s~c. 1440 et. seq. b'
&p code)
"
Statement filed wi th th' e· ' ,
Co unty of R iverside an: ' •
4122/04.
I hereby certify that this COP,Y •~
is a correct copy of the oriliJ-• .
nal statement on file in my'
office.
,
NOTICE: This fictitious busi- '
ness name statement expire,s :
five years from the date ' it ;
was filed in the Office of ti,e' ,
County Clerk,
A new: •
Fictitious Business Nam'.e ,.
Statement must be fll~a '_'
I , ,I
before that time. The filin9, o~
this' statement does not Itself ,
authorize the use in this stafe, ,,
of a Fictitious Busines_s :
Name in violation of the rights
of another Under federal.~
state or common law (See '
Section 14411, Et Se~.. '.
Busi ness and ProfessioQs;
Code).
.t
GARY L. ORSO, Counly •
Clerk
' .,
FILE NO. R-2004-04914 : .
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20,,.

of :

i

AMENDED
The following person(s) is'.; ,
(are) doing business as:
;,
MORENO VALLEY IMMED1- ,
ATE CARE CENTER, MEg- '."
ICAL CLIN IC
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

James Alvin Harrison, M.0.
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

~, (
This business is conductejj, ,
by
,,
Individual.
•
Registran t commenced fa
transact business under t~e ;
fictitious business name(~) • ,
listed above on May 13,'
2003 ..
I declare that all tne Information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A reglstraot
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.James Alvin HarrlsoO:,
M.D.
The filing of this stalemepf"
does not of itsett authori~e
the use in this state of a ficti-.
tious business name in viola•
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com• ,
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b';
&p code)
•
Statemen t flied with th'e
County of Riverside
2/19/04,
• I
I hereby certify that this copy,
is a correct copy of 1/le ori~inal statement on file in ')'\Y ;
office.
,,
0
NOTICE: This fictitious busi- '
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name,
Statement must be fil~~ '
before that time. The filing ~f
this statement does not itself

cin

NOTICE OF
REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS

,,

_ j

r·

Notice is hereby given ,, ,
that proposals will be ' 1
accepted by the Sout~ · ~
Coast Ai r Quality '',
Management District. , .,
21865 Copley Drive', •:
Diamond Bar, CA _..,
91765 for the follo~~, ,.
ing:
) ,.,,
Bid
P2004-24 ,J:. "
Architectural
& ·'
I n d u s t r i a '.1• '
Maintenance Coatings ,
Techn ology
Assessment Bidders ~
conference: 5/21 /04 , • ,
Closing date: 6/8/04
at 1:00 p.m. Contact ' ,
Dave De Boer (909i) . : '
396-2329
Persons attending a ' .
bidder
conferencef ,•·.
should confirm their ..
attendance by calling • '
the contact person. •,
Bids will not be :
accepted from anyone '. .
not
attending
a, .
mandatory bidder's "
conference.
r "
The RFP may be
obtained through , ,
the Internet at: ~ · ::
http://www.aqmd.go ,
v/rfp/
, .
lt you have ques- J · •
tions or would like ~ ; :
copy of the RFP _ , ·
mailed to you, call , · ..
the contact person.' · •

II is the policy of the , •·
AQMD to ensure that ,.,
ail businesses includ• ,
ing minority-owne<;I -~
businesses, womenowned businesses, ,,
disabled
veteran'- r
owned
busi_
nesses ; ·
and small bus1nessell ,.
have a fair and equi- , r
table opportunity to · "
compete for and par- ; •
ticipate in AOMD contracts.

S C A Q M D
Procurement Unit
05/ 13/04, 05/20/04 ,
CNS- 67499

authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·02040
p, 314, 3111 , 3118, 3125,
4/29, 516, 5113, 5120

The following person(s) . is
(arei doing business as:
E•ZBILLPAY
7137 Stanhope Lane
Aivefside, CA 92506

This' business Is conducted
by
lndi~idual.
Registrant has not yet begun
10 transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I d~lare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor·
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of

, acrime.)
• ~ s/.ROmina Lewis
The ' filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize
the use in this state of a fictl·
tiouS business name in violation 'of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
Cou'nty of Riverside on
2/24/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictttious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use In this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Cod13).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·02259
p. 314, 3/11, 3/18, 3/25,
4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABAN·
DONMENT OF USE OF FIC•
TITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business name(s): Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s):
AGUA PURA
2995 Van Buren Blvd. /IA·2
Riverside, CA 92503

1/

Simon Sang Lee
2173 Trafalgar Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by Individual.

Montay LaMont Hardsion
25594 Argonaut Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I dectare that all the informa•
tion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
, who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
'
s/.Montay Hardison
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti1ious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
·mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/26/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Sta1ement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004·05072
p. 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MONARCH TRAILS PUBLICATION
24835 Lorna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Alvin Thomas Clavon
aka A.T. Classic
24835 Lorna Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Joyce Clavon (NMN)
24835 Lorna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted
by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced t o

The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside County
on 1/3103.
I declare that all the informs•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty ol
a crime.)
sl... Simon Sang Lee
This statement was filed with
the County C lerk of Aiver.;ide
County on 2/17104.
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk.
FILE NO. R•2004-00074
p. 314, 3111, 3/18, 3125,
4/29, 5/6, 5113, 5120

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NUMBER 086099
>

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
WONNIE'S HOT DOGS
25594 Argonaut Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Lawanda Hardison
25594 Argonaut Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Romina Ericka Lewis
7137 Stanhope Ln.
Riverside, CA 92506

:

Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the
court clerk. Attorney for peti·
tioner Elliott Luchs, 6377
Riverside Avenue, Suite 200,
Riverside, CA 92506.
4129, 516 , 5113, 5/20

.

To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent credi·
tors, an~ persons who may
otherwise be interested in the
will o r estate , or both, of
William Chester Young aka
William C. Young. A Petition
For ~robate has been filed by
La Wanda Roy
In the
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside, CA
92501 .
The Petition For
Probate requests that La
Wanda Roy be appointed as
personal representative to
administer the estate of the
dec~dent.
The Petition
requests the decedent's will
and codicils, if any, be admit•
led to probate. The will and
l\flY podicils are available for
examination in the file kept by
the court.
The Petition
requests authority to admln·
lster the estate under the
lndepdendent Administration
of Estates Act. (This authori•
ty win allow the personal rep•
resentative to take many
actions without obt aining
cou~ approval. Before taking
certain
very
important
actidns, however, the personal fepresentative will be
required to give notice to
Interested persons unless
they· have waived ·notice or
consented to the proposed
actiQfl.) The independent
administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person files an objec•
lion to the petition and shows
good cause why the court
should not grant the authori•
ty. A Hearing on the petition
will tie held on June 1, 2004,
8 :4 5 a.m. Dept. 10. If you
object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at
the 'hearing and state your
objections or file written
objections with the court
before lh(e hearing. Your
appearance may be in per•
son or by your attomey. If you
are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the deceased, you
must file your claim with the
court and a mail a copy to the
personal
representative
appointed by the court within
four months from the date of
f,rat issuance of letters as
pro vide d in Probate Code
section 9100. The time for filing ', claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You may examine the file
kept by the court. If you are
a person interested In the
estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Special
Notice of the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any peti•
lion or account as provided in

transact business under' the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1998.
I declare that all the inforrna,
l ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who dectares as true, infor·
mation which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Alvin T. Clavon
The filing of this statement
i does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tlous business name In viola•
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com·
mon law,(sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatemen t fi led with the
County of Riverside o n
4/26104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize 1he use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal.
state or common law (See
Sec1ion 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A-2004.05082
p, 516, 5/13, 5120, 5/27

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
STRENGTH AND COM·
FORT ENTERPRISES
418 Tanner Circle
Riverside, CA 92507
, Cha~es "L" Moore, Jr.
418 Tanner Circle
Riverside, CA 92507
Willie Grado, Jr.
3921 Glenwood Way
Chino Hills, CA 91709
This business is conducted
by
Co•partnera.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the lnforma•
tlon in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false ·is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.Cha~es L. Moore, Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
·11ous business name In viola•
lion of the rights of another
under federal, state, o r common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatement filed with 1he
C ounty of R iverside on
4/30/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTIC E: This ficti1ious business name statement expires
five years from the date It
was filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
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of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A-2004·05317
p. 516, 5113, 5120, 5127

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
HALL N' KIDS
3063 Washington St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Cheterra Cherlyn Hall
3063 Washington St.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is ,conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has ~ot yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the inforrna·
tlon in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Cheterra Hall
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti•
tious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi l ed with ' the
County of Riverside on
4/19104.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the origl•
nal statemen1 on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
•
GARY L . ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R•2004-04707
p . 516, 5113, 5120, 5/27

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TRI AN GULA R
VIS ION
CONSULTING
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
7120 G. Indiana Ave .
PMB /188
Riverside, CA 92504
Freddie Harold Pepper, Jr.
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Freddie Harold Pepper, Sr.
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the informa·
tlon In this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor·
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.Freddle H. Pepper, Jr.
Tbe filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name in viola·
lion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com~
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of · Riverside on
4/28104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitio us Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itseff
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A•2004.Q5187
p. 516, 5/13, 5120, 51,27
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TJS & ASSOCIATES
TNIZ ENTERPRISE
FITAGAIN
12338 Brewster Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Terrance Jerome Spencer
12338 Brewster Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Terrance Spencer
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a flctl•
tious business name in viola·
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
St atement filed with the
County o f Rivers ide on
5/10/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on Ille In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date tt
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See

Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05669
p. 5/13, 5120, 5127, 6/3
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SIMPLE SEARCH COMPA·
NY
12338 Brewster Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Trisha Nadine Allen
12338 Brewster Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the lnforma•
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, lnfor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Trisha Allen
The filing of this statement
does not, of itself authorize
the use i'J, this state of a licti•
tious business name in viola•
tion of the rights of ahother
under federal , state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riversi de on
5110/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004-05666
p. 5/13, 5/20, 5/27, 613
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
N AND E TRANSPORT
3900 51h St. Apt. 19
Riverside, CA 92501
Nathan Green (NMN)
3900 5th St. Apt. 19
Riverside, CA 92501
Ethel Marie Green
3900 5th St. Apt. 19
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted
by a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the informa•
lion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)

sl.Nathan Green
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatement f il ed with the
County of Riverside on
5110104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A ·2004.Q5661
p. 5/13, 5/20, 5127, 613
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GRAND BUFFET
23753 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Ni & Ni Restaurant, Inc.
CA2611189
T his business Is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 517/2004.
I declare that all the informa·
l ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, info,.
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Ji Fei Ni
LLCIAI# C261 1189
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name in viola·
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tate ment filed with t he
C ounty of Rivers ide on
5107104.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the orlgl·
nal statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious buSi·
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under f ederal,
state or common law (See
Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004.Q5643
p, 5113, 5/20, 5127, 613
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
NOBLE SIGNATURE
· 35634 Abelia St.
Murrieta, CA 92562

Linda Marie Elias NQble
35634 Abelia St.
Murrieta, CA 92562
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the inlorma•
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crtme.)
s/.Linda Marie Elias Noble
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a flcti·
tious business name in viola·
lion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
5/0104.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the ortgl•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office· of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004•05469
p. 5113, 5/20, 5127, 613

Inc.
33560·C Winston Way
Temecula, CA 92592
CA C258201 1
This business Is conducted
by ·Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above .
I declare that all the inforrna·
tion in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
acrtme.)
s/.Allen Quay, President
LLC/Al/1 C2582011
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state ol a• ficti·
tious business name in viola·
lion of the rights of another
under federal , state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of Riverside on
5/05/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·05500
p, 5113, 5120, 5/27, 613

The following person(s) is

(are) doing business as:
KJ PAIN TING & METRO
PAINTING CO.
23394 Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Jung Mo Kim
23394 Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Hae Sook Kim
23394 Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Chong Soo Jong
11852 Mt. Vernon Ave. Y-570
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DK-GRAPHICS
3082 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506·4449
Box 504
Sun City, CA 92586
Kenneth Raymond Campbell
3082 Mington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
Denise Louise Campbell
3082 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by Individual - Husband &
Wtte.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on May 1999.
I declare that all the informa•
lion In t his statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/. Kenneth A. Campbell
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize
the use in this state of a ficti ·
tious business name in violation pf the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement f lied with the
Coll°J'IIY' of Riverside, on
5/06/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file In my

This business Is conducted
by a General Partnerahip
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 513104.
I declare that all the informa•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, lnfor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.Jung Mo Kim
The filing of this statement
does not of ltseff authorize
the use in this state of a flcti·
tious business name In viola•
lion of the rights of another
under federal, state. or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stat emen t flied with the
County of Riverside on
5/03/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi·
nal statement on file In my
OfflC8,
office.
'
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
NOTICE: This fictitious busl·
ness name statement expires
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date it
five years from the dat~ It
was flied in the Offlee of the
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
County Clerk.
A new
Flcti1ious Business Name
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be f iled
Statement must be filed - before that time. The filing of
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
this statement does not itseff
authorize the use In this state
authorize the use In this state
of a Fictitious Business
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
of anot her under federal ,
state or common law (See
. state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Business and Professions
Code).
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
GARY L. 0RSO, County
Clerk
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·05528
FILE NO. R-2004·05363
p. 5/13, 5120, 5/27, 613
p. 5/13, 5120, 5/27, 613
The following person(s) is
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
(are) doing business as:
PHILANDER GROUP
NEW AGE INVESTMENT
1576 Summerlin Court
25890 Via Hamaca Ave.
Beaumont, CA 92223
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
1706 Golden Way
15928 Perris Blvd. 11194
Beaumont, CA 92223
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Donald Jefery Washington
Liza Marie Fisher
1706 Golden Way
25890 Via Hamaca Ave.
Beaumont, CA 92223
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Nicole
Oominigue
Caroll McClendon (NMN)
Wast,ington
3761 Stoddard Ave.
1706 Golden Way
Aiveraide, CA 92501
Beaumont, CA 92223
This business is conducted
by Co•Partners.
Registrant c ommenced to
t ransact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 51712004.
I declare that all the inforrna·
!Io n In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Llza Fisher
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
1he use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name in viola•
t ion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tat e ment fi led w it h the
County of Riverside on
5/07104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orlgl•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus!•
ness name statement expires
five year.; f rom the date It
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A· 2004·05596
p. 5/13, 5120 , 5/27, 613
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREAT AMERICAN LAND•
SCAPE AND DESIGN
33560· C Winston Way
Ter,,ecula, CA 92592
Pacific Ridge Development,

This business Is conducted
by a General Partnerahip.
Registrant co mmenced to
t ransact business under the
fict itious business name(s)
listed above on 111/2004.

I declare that all the inforrna•
tion In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infor·
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.Oonald J. Washington
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti·
tious business name tn violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with t he
County of Riverside cin
5104104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in t his state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Sect ion 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L . ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004-05457
p. 5/ 13, 5/20, 5127, 6/3

is a correct ,copy of 1he orlgi·
nal statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it
was f iled in the Office of the
County Clerk .
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal ,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·04432
,p. 511 3, 5/20, 5127, 6/3
AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ewe INTERNATIONAL
13235 Thistle Brook Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Car Wash Club lntemational,
Inc.
13235 Thistle Brook Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
CALIFORNIA

This business is co~ducted
by Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the inforrna·
tlon in t his statement Is true
The fo llowing person(s) is
and correct. (A registrant
(are) doing business as:
who declares as true, lnfor•
ARIZONA WEST INVESTI·
GATIONS
'
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
43960 Joshua Ad.
Palm Desert, CA 92260
a crime.)
s/.Franklin Concepcion
P.O. Box 1251
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
LLC/Al/1 2575725
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
Robert Royce
the use in this state of a licti·
43960 Joshua Rd.
Palm Desert, CA 92260
tious business name In viola•
tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or comThis business is conducted
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
by Individual.
&p code)
Registrant has not yet begun
Statement f i led with the
to transact business under
County of Riverside on
the fictitious name(s) listed
2/10104.
above.
I hereby certify that this copy
I declare that all the inforrna•
is
a correct copy of the origi•
tion in this statement is true
nal statement on file in my
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty ol · ness name statement expires
a crime.)
' five year.; from t he date it
was filetl in the Office of the
s/.Robert Royce
The filing of this statement
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
does not of itself authorize
Statement must be filed
the use in this state of a ficli·
before that time. The filing of
tlous business name In viola·
tion ol the rights of another
th is statement does not itself
autt,orize the use in this state
under federal, state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
&p code)
of another under federal ,
St atement filed with t he
Count y of Riyersi de o n
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq. ,
4128/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
Business and Pr0fessions
Code).
.
is a correct copy of t he origi·
GARY L. ORSO, County
nal statement on file in my
Clerk
office .
FILE NO. A·2004·01732
NOTICE: This fictitious busip, 3111 , 3/18, 3/25, 411,
ness name statement expires
5113, 5/20, 5127, 6/3
five years from the date it
was filed in the Office of the
AMENDED
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
The following person(s) is
Statement must be filed
(are) doing business as:
before that time. The filing of
URBAN INITIATIVE, INC.
this statement does not itself
HOLY FAITH CHRISTIAN
authorize the use In this state
CENTER
of a Fictitious Business
18941 Mockingbird Canyon
Name in violation of the rtghts
Rd.
of another under federal,
Riverside, CA 92504.
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Holy Faith Ministries, Inc.
Business and Professions
16941 Mockingbird Canyon
Code).
Rd.
GARY L. ORSO, County
Riverside, CA 92506
Clerk
CALIFORNIA
FILE NO. 1·2004·01313
p . 5113, 5/2{), 5127, 6/3
This business Is conducted
by Corporation.
The following person(s) is
Registrant has not yet begun
(a re) doing business as:
to transact business under
CALIFORNIA
CHILD
the fictitious name(s) listed
SEARCH ENFORCEMENT
above.
1103 Athena Court
I declare that all the iniorma•
Riverside, CA 92507
tion in this statement is true
1450 University Ave. #516
and correct. (A registrant
Riverside, CA 92507
who declares as true, information which he or she
The Choyce Foundation
knows to be false Is guilty of
CALIFORNIA C1628442
a crime.)
s/.Riase Jakpor, 'President
This business Is conducted
LLCI AI# C1853351
by Corporation.
The filing of this statement
Registrant has not yet begun
does not of ltseff authorize
to transact business under
the use in this state of a ficti•
the fictitious name(s) listed
1ious business name in violaabove.
tion of t he rights of another
I declare that all t he inforrna•
under federal, state, or com•
tion in this statement is true
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
and correct. (A registrant
&p code)
who declares as true, infor·
St atement fi led with the
mation which he or she
Co unty of Riverside on
knows to be false is guilty of
3/10104.
a crime.)
I hereby certify that this copy
sl.Michael Choyce, President
is a correct copy of the origi•
LLC/Al/1 C1628442
nal statement on file in my
The filing of this statement
office.
does not of itself authorize
NOTICE: This fictitious busithe use in this state of a f ictiness name statement expires
tious business name in viola·
five years from the date It
tion of the rights of another
was filed in the Office of the
under federal, state, or com•
Count y Clerk.
A new
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq . b
Fictitio us Business Name
&p code)
Statement must be filed
Stat ement fil ed w it h the
before that time. The filing of
County of R iverside on
this statement does not Itself
4/13/04.
authorize the use in this state
I hereby certify that this copy
of a Fictitious Business

Name in violation of the rights
of another under fed era l,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A•2004.Q2987
p. 3118, 3125, 411, 418,
5/13, 5120, 5127, 6/3
AMEN ED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
IRONWORKER'S
61 05 Riverside Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Michael Phillip Mlmmer
6104 R lveralde Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the inforrna•
lion in this statement Is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
mation which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Michael Mimmer
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficti•
tious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement flied with the
County o f R iverside on
3111104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years f rom the date it
was filed in the Office of the
County Clerk .
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of t he rights
of another under federal ,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Profession~
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·03003
p, 3125, 411, 4/ 8, 4/15,
5113, 5120, 5127, 6/3
AMENDED
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
A TO Z REPAIRS
13400 Elsworth #415
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Michael Robert DeChenne
13400 Elsworth Apt. #415
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted
by Individual.
•
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed

above.
I declare that all the lnforma•
l ion In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Michael Choyce, President
LLC/ AI# C1628442
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state ol a fictitious business name In viola•
tion of the rights of another
under 1ederal, state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
Count y of Riverside o n
3/02/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the origi•
nal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictit ious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It
was filed in the Office of the
Coun ty Clerk.
A new
Fict itious Business Name
State ment must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fict itious Business
Name in violat ion of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A·2004·02597
p. 3111 , 3/18, 3/25 , 4/1 ,
5113, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3
AMENDED
The following person($) Is
(are) doing business as:
909 INTERIORS
878 Hearat Way
Corona, CA 92882

Coron a, CA 92882
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to t ra nsact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the inforrna•
tion in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.CaMa Green
The filing of this statement
does nqt of itself authorize
the use in this state of a flcti•
tious business name in viola•
l ion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stateme nt fil ed w it h t h e
County of R iverside on
1/ 14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictttious busi•
ness name statement expires
five year.; from the date It
was flied In the Offlee of t~ e
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before t hat t ime. The filing of
this statement does not ltseff
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights
of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq .,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. A-2004-<l0483
p. 1/22, 1/29, 2/5,2112,
3/25, 4/1 , 4/8, 4/15,
5/13, 5/20, 5/27, 613,

NO TICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NUMBER SPRSS

05800
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent credl·
tors, and persons ..,ho may
otherwise be interested in the
will or estate, or both, of
Brian Byrne. A Petition For
Probate has been filed by
Sandra Byrne and Shelly
(Byrne) Goldblatt in, the
Superior Court of Camornia,
County of San Bernardino.
The Petition . For Probate
requests that Sandra Byrne
be appointed as personal
representative to administer
the estate of the decedent.
The Petition requests the
decedent's will and codicils, if ·
any, be admitted to probate.
The w ill and any codicils are
available for examination In
1he file kept by the court. The
Petition requests authority to
administer the estate under
the
lndepdendent
Adjl1inistration of Estates Act.
(This authority will allow the
personal represen1ative to
take many actions without
obtaining court approval.
Before taking certain very
important actions, however,
the personal representative
will be required to give notice
to Interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action .) The Independent
administration authority will
be granted unless an inter•
ested person tiles an objection to the petition and shows
good cause why the court
should not grant t he authori•
ty. A Hearing on the petit ion
will be h~ld on May 28 2004,
8:30 a.m. Dept. S5. If you
object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at
the hearing and state your
objections or file written
objections with the court
before thre hearing. Your
appearance may be in per·
son or by your attomey. If you
are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the deceased, you
must file your claim with the
court and a mail a copy to the
personal
represe ntative
appointed by the court within
four months from the date of
first issuance of letters • as
provided in Probat e Code
section 9100. The time for Iii·
Ing claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You may examine the file
kept by the court. If you are
a person interested in the
estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Special
Notice of the f iling of an
inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any peti·
tlon or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form is available from t he
court clerk. Attorney for peti•
tioner Sandra Byme, 733 W.
36th Street, San Bernardino,
CA 92405.
p. 5/13, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3

Carla Danelle Green
878 Hearst Way

Feature your graduate in·The Black Voice News
Submit a photo, name, school, graduation, parents/guardians, and future goals
to:
The Black Voice News
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502
or
blackvoice@ uia.net (Subject line should read:
GRADUATE)

The graduation special .will be printed in
June

•
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uTHE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE"
MSRP .•..................$36,895
FACTORY REBATE . .. ..... . ..3,000

FREEWAY PISCOUNT

MSRP .. . ... ...... . ..... . .$49,670
FACTORY REBATE . . .• , . .. . ••.3,000

2 472

$31423·00
'

s 332

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

s4131•

VIN # 4Y605435
1 at this price

' VIN # 4W30396
1 at this price

·u %

or
, On Approved Credit

2004 Lincoln LS V6

On Approved Credit

lim~ed tern, financing at $ 16.67 per 1,000 financed
to quall~ed buyers on approved tier 1 credit
through Ford Motor Credit.

o.

2004 Linco n Navigator

Limited term fonanclnC af $16.67 per

1 .000 financed to qualKied buyers on , '
approved tier o, 1 cred~ tt,rough Ford;
Motor Credit.

MSRP .........•..........$41,811i
FACTORY REBATE .. . . .. . ....4,500

MSRP ............. .... ...$40,510
FACTORY REBATE ...........3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT •

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

2 682

•

zm

s34441• )

s34 828·00
'

•

VIN #4ZJ07269
1 at this price

'

VIN #4Y617996
1 at.this price

orl0%
On Approved Credit

All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator

2004 Lincoln Towncar Signatureu«ri':,:::::atc:,~:per

Umaed term financing at $16.67 per
1 ,000 financed to qualifted buyers on
approved tier o , 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

1,000 financed to qualfie<! buyers an
approved her 0, 1 credit lhrough Fo,d
Motor Credit.

)F]RJEJEWAY 11rrN<C01LJNr~

Ford

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

Credit

f
LINCOLN
._

F

1

(<\N

t.U l(U IV

FREEWAY QISCCIUII , , , 1 ,

, , , , ,

*1.7,827

NetCostlbJN

..................... . .$27,211
MCTORY IIEUIE - - • • • - - .. • • - .$3,-

orO.Oo/oAPR

,S1,431

www.freewaylm-vw.com

2004 GRAND MARQUIS GS

2004 MERCURY SABLE GS
MIRI' •... , ........ .. ..... .$21,711
FACTORY BATE ••......•... .$2,500

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

f1111111AY...llllllmlllJ •••••••••• .It ,300

*22 I455

On AppnMd Cndll
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed lo qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
1, credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 MERCURY
MONTEREY

0

.0% APR

.

Up to 60 months financing at
$16 .67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

IISRP .. , ... , , .... , ....... .$29,995

IISRP .. . ' • ........ ... .... .$34,Cl35

FACTORY REIATE ...•••.•••.. .$2,500

NCTORY REIATE •••••... •.•• .$3,000

FREEWAY Dl$COUNT I . I • • • • I . I .$2.290

FREEWAY QISCOUIT , , , , , , , , •• .$2,700

*25,205

NetCostToYwu

or

$28,335
or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quali·
l ied buyers on approved tier 0 , 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

$11,999
$15,999

10°10 OFF

$17,999

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 5-31-04

UC. #4RCYn9

MAY SERVICE SPECIAL

♦Ano · .

$18,999

10°10 OFF

~'Jv~~BlmWNM

AITowhead CredH Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford

Credit
I

$39,999

All 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN MAY,
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
.
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
THE MONTH OF MAY

